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New playground equipment

Festival
memorial
service
scheduled
Special to the Lodger
Although Fourth of July celebrations commonly bring picnics, fireworks, parades and
barbeques to mind, this year the
Freedom Fest Board invites all
community members to remember the true meaning behind the
holiday during the annual
Memorial Service.
At 8 a.m. on Saturday, July 4,
the VFW Post 6291 of Murray
will congregate on the steps of
the courthouse to kick off
Freedom Fest with a patriotic
commemoration of veterans
who have fought to maintain
our freedom. Two buglers on
opposite corners of the court
square will play "Taps," and
Major Jay Todd will speak on
corning home with the 438th
Military Police Company. A 21gun salute will follow, commented Erin Carrico, executive
director of the
Murray
Convention & Visitors Bureau.
New this year are the four
American Flags to be positioned on all sides of the courthouse. "We, as the Convention

AP Photo/CF. Tham. ft*

1 in this Aug. 29, 1993, file photo, pop
Singer Michael Jackson performs during
his "Dangerous" concert in National
Stadium, Singapore,

World mourns
lOng of Pople
sadden death
on 'Thursday
By LYNN ELDEN
Associated Press Writei
OS ANGELES1A.P)-- Michael
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Heat advisory in effect until
9 p.m Saturday.
Friday .Partly sunny with
a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Highs in the mid 90s.
Friday night.. Mostly clear
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the mid 70s.
Saturday.. Mostly sunny.
Highs in the mid 90s.
night.. Partly
Saturday
cloudy with a 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Lows in the mid
70s.
Sunday.. Partly sunny. A
chance of showers and thunthe
in
derstorms
morning.. Highs in the lower
90s.
night...Partly
Sunday
cloudy. Lows in the upper
60s.
Monday...Mostly sunny.
Highs in the lower 90s.
night. Mostly
Monday
clear. Lows in the upper 60s.
Tuesday. .Mostly clear.
Highs around 90.
SPoris.(iou

TOM BERRY/Ledger & limes

Workmen with Falwell Construction of Murray work this week installiing new playground equipment at the
Murray-Calloway Central Park. Several projects are underway at Central and Chestnut parks to provide
expanded recreational opportunities.

•See Page 2

Council
approves
disposal
contract
By HAVV109415 TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray City Council
authorized a grant application for the police department and a bid for the next
two years of solid waste
disposal among other business Thursday night.
The
Public
Works
Committee met prior to the
council meeting and voted
to extend the contract with
Commercial
Waste
Disposal, Inc. of Kentucky
for the transfer, transportation and disposal of solid
waste from the city transfer
station for an additional two
years. There was some dis-

▪ See Page 2
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Completion of highway projects eyed

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

Officials with Jim Smith Contracting LLC say they want to finish Ky. 80 through to Coldwater by the end of the year, but it
may not be possible January's ice storm and spring rains
have thrown the project behind schedule.
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Jackson, defined in equal parts as
the world's greatest entertainer and
perhaps its most enigmatic figure, was
about to attempt one of the greatest comebacks of all time. Then his life was cut
shockingly — and so far, mysteriously —
short.
The 50-year-old musical superstar died
Thursday, just as he was preparing for
what would be a series of 50 concerts
starting July 13 at London's famed 02
arena. Jackson had been spending hours
and hours toiling with a team of dancers
for a performance he and his fans hoped
would restore his tarnished legacy to its
proper place in pop.
An autopsy was planned for Friday,
though results were not likely to be final
until toxicology tests could be completed,
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"Of course, the early part of the
By TOM BERRY
Staff Wetter
year, we all know what hapThere's a slim chance paving pened. There was the ice storm
work along Ky. 80 between and we've had all this rain so we
Murray and Mayfield might be were late getting started. We
completed by the end of the year would love to have it open by
as will part of a new section of the end of this year, but that is
the highway through Land being very optimistic. It may
not happen. We're going to try."
Between the Lakes.
Keith Todd, a spokesman for
Kentucky Department of
Highways officials also report the DOH's District One and
that construction of a new District Two offices in Paducah,
bridge over Dry Creek near said the contractor is making
Hazel is also nearing comple• good progress, but the project
may not be completed until
tion.
Officials with Jim Smith spring.
"Our best estimate at this time
Contracting Co. LLC of Grand
Rivers were planning on com- would be a completion date
pleting Ky. 80 between Murray sometime in spring 2010," Todd
and Mayfield in 2009, but said.
Completion of the entire 8.
January's ice storm and excessive spring rain have put them mile section between U.S. 641
and Coldwater is more susceptibehind schedule.
"We're interested in finishing ble to weather delays due to the
it just as quick as we can," said earth-moving work that must
Randy Armstrong, Smith's
administrative vice president. •See Page 2
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•Memorial service ...
From Front
& Visitors Bureau, thought it
would be a distinctive way to
decorate the court square in
honor of ow freedom and patriotism for our country." Carrico
said.
David Foley, commander of
the Post 6291, added, -The free
are only free because of our mil-

itary." He said he hopes to have
even higher attendance this
year, and all community members are welcome to attend the
service and salute America's
hentage, history and people.
For more information contact
the Murray Convention &
Visitors Bureau at (270) 7592199, or visit www.tourrnurray.com.

Council approves ...
erty at 208 South Fifth St. City
Administrator Matt Mattingly
cussion of bidding out the consaid the state signs leases for
tract after the two years were
up. but the committee decided only a year at a time and that the
to stick with CWI for the time- price would be $10.000 for the
being, which the council later year.
The council also approved a
approved. The rate will be
$21.62 a ton, up from $20.75, recommendation from the
:Committee Chairman Robert Architectural Review Board for
.;atillington Jr. said.
changes to Historic Preservation
The council approved a reso- Guidelines.
City
Planner
4titien authorizing Mayor Tom Candace
Dowdy said that sign
pushing to apply to the regulations would be close
to
"Kentucky Office of Homeland
what the city ordinance requires
; Security for $16.783.61 in Law
:Enforcement Protection Funds for signs in all other districts.
Pat Harrington also gave a
for backup weapons. Police
presentation
about
new
;Chief Ken Claud said the grant
funds come from the sale of brochures promoting Murray as
a Playful City USA. She said
confiscated weapons.
• The council also approved the she would know in July whether
2009-2010 budget for the or not Murray would receive the
Tourism Commission. The total title again and that she hoped to
• budget is for $169.600, up come back
to make the
roughly 11.9 percent over
announcement.
.; $151,575 the previous year.
The council also voted to
.; Erin Carrico, who recently
change the time of their next
7, replaced Lindsay Geib as the
executive director of the meeting, scheduled for July 9,
Convention
and
Visitors from 6:30 to 5:30 p.m. because
Bureau, said the amount spent of the annual Chamber of
on postage had practically dou- Commerce banquet.
bled because they were getting
The council also approved
so many requests for informa- mayoral re-appointments for
tion. She said more was also several boards. Charles Homra
'; being spent on advertising in a will serve on the Electric
Plant
wider area. Carrico said the
Board and Ruth Daughaday will
CVB also planned to use its
serve with the Murray Housing
hotel tax revenue to commission
Authority, with both of their
the Buxton company to do c featerms
expiring in 2013. Joan
ppility study on buildingA con'Cap° and Anne Adains
i•eniiiin center.
The council authorigg.sent another.iferm ipa;444'1.4
of
Murray
- Ituriern
mayor to enter into a le
the Purchase Area Development Commission, which expires in
District for the city-owned prop- 2012.

From Front

i

•Michael Jackson ...
autopsy are known," his brother
Jermaine said.
a process that could take several
Cardiac arrest is an abnormal
days and sometimes weeks. heart rhythm that stops the heart
However, if a cause can be from pumping blood to the
determined by the autopsy, they body. It can occur after a heart
will announce the results, said attack or be caused by other
Los Angeles County Coroner heart problems.
Investigator Jerry McKibben.
Jackson's death brought a
Police said they were investi- tragic end to a long, bizarre,
gating, standard procedure in sometimes farcical decline from
high-profile cases.
his peak in the 1980s. when he
Jackson died at UCLA was popular music's premier
Medical Center after being all-around performer, a uniter of
stricken at his rented home in black and white music who
the posh Los Angeles neighbor- shattered the race barrier on
hood
Holmby
of
Hills. MTV, dominated the charts and
Paramedics tried to resuscitate dazzled even more on stage.
him at his home for nearly
His 1982 album -Thriller" —
three-quarters of an hour, then which included the blockbuster
rushed him to the hospital, hits "Beat It," "Billie Jean" and
where doctors continued to "Thriller" — is the best-selling
work on him.
album of all time, with an esti"It is believed he suffered car- mated 50 million copies sold
diac arrest in his homc. worldwide.
However, the cause of his death
As word of his death spread,
is unknown until results of the MTV switched its programming

From Front

IN Highway projects...
From Front
accompany laying of asphalt.
-The section beginning immediately west of Brinn Road now
has the entire gravel base
installed and a 3-inch, sub-surface coat of asphalt has been
applied," he said. -This is the
first of three layers of asphalt.
The four-mile section immediately east of Coldwater is getting some corrective grade and
drain work. The contractor
hopes that dirt work will be
complete and they can start
work on the gavel base along
that section sometime in July."
Smith workcrews are now laying down asphalt between Brinn
Road and Coldwater where the
construction will join the completed section through to
Mayfield. A section of the highway from U.S. 641 to Brinn
Road still needs a little work.
Todd said both sections will
remain closed until the projects
are complete.
"Motorists are reminded that
new Ky. 80 west of Murray is
not open to traffic. Anyone driving through the construction
zone will be ticketed."
Meanwhile DOH officials

40 Cars
UNDER
$10,0001

expect traffic on the western
half of the U.S. 68-Ky. 80's
LBL corridor project to be
moved over to the new lanes
that have been constructed for
eastbound traffic sometime in
July.
"'flat will allow the existing
roadway to be replaced with
new lanes that will eventually
carry westbound traffic," Todd
said. "The U.S. Forest Service
has asked that our contractor
complete and open the new 4lane section of U.S. 68 -Ky. 80
to traffic from Eggner's Ferry
Bridge to Gatehouse Road by
this November"
KTC engineers believe the
contractor is on track to meet
that request, according to Todd.
"Once work is complete on
this section, the contractor can
turn their attention to the eastern
half of the project that runs from
the Canton bridge to Gatehoin
Road," Todd said..
Meanwhile a new bridge now
under construction on Ky. 893
just west of Hazel is expected to
be completed by the end of next
week. The bridge crosses Dry
Creek in southern Calloway.
"I am now being told that
bridge should be open to traffic
by Thursday or Friday of next
week...weath,r
permitting,"
Todd said. "We are very optimistic. They may be doing some
landscaping and they may come
back and do some finished
paving, but it is expected to
open."
Murray Paving Co., the prime
contractor on the $733,0000
project, is expected to begin
work on new approaches to the
Area. Guardrails will be installed
is part of the construction.
NI lit
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to play videos from Jackson's
heyday. Radio stations began
playing marathons of his hits.
Hundreds of people gathered
outside the hospital. In New
York's Times Square, a low
groan went up in the crowd
when A screen flashed that
Jackson had died, and people
began relaying the news to
friends by cell phone.
"No joke. King of Pop is no
more. Wow," Michael Harris,
36, of New York City, read from
a text message a friend had sent
him. "It's like when Kennedy
was assassinated. I will always
remember being in Times
Square when Michael Jackson
died."
The public first knew him as a
boy in the late 1960s. when he
was the precocious. spinning
lead singer of the Jackson 5, the
singing group he formed with
his four older brothers out of
Gary, Ind. Among their No I
hits were "I Want You Back,"
"ABC' and "I'll Be There."
He was perhaps the most
AP Photo/Setato Matthews
exciting performer of his generIn this Thursday, Sept. 7.
ation. known for his backward1995 file picture, Michael
gliding moonwalk, his feverish, Jackson performs during the
crotch-grabbing dance moves
1995 MTV Video Music
and his high-pitched singing,
Awards at Radio City Music
punctuated with squeals and titHall in New York. Jackson
ters. His single sequined glove,
has
died in Los Angeles at
tight, military-style jacket and
age 50 on Thursday, June
aviator sunglasses were trade25, 2009.
marks, as was his ever-changing, surgically altered appearance.
"For Michael to be taken he described as sweet and not at
away from us so suddenly at all sexual.
Despite the acquittal. the lurid
such a young age. I just don't
have the words." said Quincy allegations that came out in
Jones, who produced -Thriller." court took a fearsome toll on his
"He was the consummate enter- career and image, and he fell
tainer and his contributions and into serious financial trouble.
Michael Joseph Jackson was
legacy will be felt upon the
world forever. I've lost my little born Aug. 29, 1958, in Gary. He
brother today, and part of my was 4 years old when he began
singing with his brothers —
soul has gone with him."
Jackson ranked alongside Marlon. Jermaine, Jackie and
Elvis Presley and the Beatles as Tito — in the Jackson 5. After
the biggest pop sensations of all his early success with bubtime. He united two of music's blegum soul, he struck out on
biggest names when he was his own, generating innovative,
briefly married to Presley's explosive, unstoppable music.
The album -Thriller" alone
daughter, Lisa Marie. Jackson's
sudden death immediately mixed the dark, serpentine bass
evoked comparisons to that of and drums and synthesizer
Presley himself, who died at age approach of "Billie Jean," the
grinding Eddie Van Haien guitar
42 in 1977.
"1 am so very sad and con- solo on "Beat It." and the hicfused with every emotion possi- cups and falsettos on "Wanna
ble," Lisa Marie Presley said in Be Startin• Somethin•."
The peak may have come in
a statement. "I am heartbroken
for his children who I know 1983, when Motown celebrated
were everything to him and for its 25th anniversary with an allhis family. This is such a mas- star televised concert and
sive loss on so many levels, Jackson moonwalked off with
the show, joining his brothers
words fail me."
As years went by, Jackson for a medley of old hits and then
became an increasingly freakish leaving them behind with a
figure — a middle-aged man- pointing, crouching, high-kickchild weirdly out of touch with ing, splay-footed, crotch-grabgrown-up life. His skin became bing run through -Billie Jean."
The audience stood and
lightei, his nose narrower, and
he spoke in a breathy, girlish roared. Jackson raised his fist.
During production of a 1984
voice. He often wore a germ
mask while traveling, kept a pet Pepsi commercial, Jackson's
chimpanzee named Bubbles 3s scalp sustains burns when an
one of his closest companions explosion sets his hair on fire.
He had strong follow-up
and surrounded himself with
children at his Neverland ranch, albums with I987's "Bad" and
a storybook playland filled with 1991's "Dangerous." but his
toys, rides and animals. The career began to collapse in 1993
tabloids dubbed him "Wacko after he was accused of molesting a boy who often stayed at
Jacko."
"It seemed to me that his his home. The singer denied any
internal essence was at war with wrongdoing, reached a settlethe norms of the world. It's as if ment with the boy's family,
he was trying to defy gravity," reported to be $20 million, and
said
Michael Levine, a criminal charges were never
Hollywood publicist who repre- filed.
sented Jackson in the early
Jackson's expressed anger
1990s. He called Jackson a "dis- over the allegations on the 1995
ciple of P.T. Barnum" and said album "HIStory," which sold
the star appeared fragile at the more than 2.4 million copies,
time but was "much more cun- but by then, the popularity of
ning and shrewd about the Jackson's music was clearly
industry than anyone knew."
waning even as public fascinaJackson caused a furor in tion with his increasingly errat2002 when he playfully dangled ic behavior was growing.
his infant son, Prince Michael
Jackson married Lisa Marie
II, over a hotel balcony in Presley in 1994, and they
Berlin while a throng of fans divorced in 1996. Later that
watched from below.
year. Jackson married Deborah
In 2005, he was cleared of Rowe, a former nurse for his
charges that he molested a 13- dermatologist. They had two
year-old cancer survivor at children together: Michael
Neverland in 2003. He had been Joseph Jackson Jr., known as
accused of plying the boy with Prince Michael, now 12; and
alcohol and groping him, and of Paris
Michael
Katherine
engaging in strange and inap- Jackson, II. Rowe filed for
propriate behavior with other divorce in 1999.
children.
Jackson also had a third child,
The case followed years of Prince Michael II, Now 7,
rumors about Jackson and Jackson said the boy nicknamed
young boys. In a TV documen- Blanket as a baby was his biotary, he acknowledged sharing logical child born from a surrohis bed with children, a practice gate mother.
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Obituaries
Harold Bernerd Long
Han Id Benierd Long. 99,
Murray, died Thursday, June 25, 2009,
. at 11:05 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. J.H. Churchill
: Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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European Union backs U.S. climate effort

BRUSSELS (AP) - The
Europe Union wants a U.S. climate change bill to succeed so
the United States can move
swiftly to curb greenhouse gas
Mrs. Florence McCarty Hensley
emissions, EU Commission
Mrs Florence McCarty Hensley. 98, Murray, died Thursday. June President Jose Manuel Barroso
25, 2009, at "1:35 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
said Fnday.
A member of First Baptist Church of Murray. she grew up in
BilETOSO said Europe was
, Pans. Ky., and lived in Lexington and Pans before moving to closely watching U.S. lawmakMurray She was a wife, mother, homemaker, and an avid golfer and ers as they discuss the Waxman
bndge player. Preceding her in death were her husband. John, her Markey bill that would set up a
parents. LI. and Minnie McCarty. a brother. Robert McCarty, and a cap-anti-trade program to limit
sister, Bourbon Violett
how much carbon dioxide
Survivors include one daughter, Jean Bennett and husband, Don, power plants and other major
and two grandchildren, Keisa Leigh Bennett and Brentley McCarty polluters could release.
Bennett.
"We want vac U.S. to go as
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8 far and as fast as they can on cli• p.m. Saturday. A graveside service will be held at a later date at the mate change," Barroso said.
, Paris Cemetery, Pans, Ky. Expressions of sympathy may be made to "We want Waxman-Markey to
• Humane Society of Calloway County, att. Humane Society's Friends succeed. ... Rarely, perhaps, has
of the Shelter Program, 607 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071
U.S. domestic legislation been
so carefully monitored internationally."
lames Thomas &MOON
"President Obama's personal
James Thomas Brannon. 86, Puryear. Tenn., died Thursday. June
commitment has amounted to
25, 2000, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of Puryear Baptist Church
where, at his death, had the longest membership livmg. He retired after 26 years in the United States
Army and Air Force, and served in World War II.
Korean Conflict and Vietnam War. He was a lifelong
farmer and former school bus driver.
He was married May 20, 1943, to Eva Jean Prather Brannon who
WASHINGTON (AP) died July I. 1969 and later was married Dec. 20, 1974. to Ruth Page
Gallimore Brannon who died Dec. 8, 1993. Also preceding him in Senators working to give
death were one daughter, Gloria Griffin who died Sept. 23, 2008, President Barack Obama a comand one brother, Harold Hampton Brannon. Born Feb. 14, 1923, in prehensive health care overhaul
Puryear, he was the son of the late James Dolphus and Loubie P. said Thursday they had figured
out how to pare back the comDobbins Brannon.
Survivors include one daughter. Betty Sue Jackson, Puryear: two plex legislation to keep costs
sons, Johnny Lee Brannon and wife, Jerrye Ann, Clarksville, Tenn.. from crashing through a $1 triland Larry Hampton Brannon and wife, Caroline J., Cadiz; one sis- lion. 10-year ceiling.
The announcement from
ter, Betty Lou Gallimore, Puryear; six grandchildren, Rodney Earl
and James Edward Griffin, Angela Sue Barfoot. Nathan Gregory Finance Committee Chairman
and James Elliott Brannon, and Kevin Louis Jackson; six great- Max Baucus, D-Mom., and
other lawmakers amounted to a
grandchildren.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the LeDon Chapel of small, parting gift to Obama on
Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn, Mike Rhodes will officiate. his top domestic priority as
Pallbearers will be Rodney and James Griffin, Nathan and Elliott Congress prepares to leave town
Brannon, Kevin Jackson and Keith Barfoot. Burial will follow in the for its weeklong July 4 recess.
It moved Congress a bit closPuryear City Cemetery. Puryear. Visitation will be at the funeral
er to a deal on legislation to
home from 5 to 8 p.m. Saturday and after I p.m. Sunday.
lower costs and provide coverage to nearly 50 million
Mike Rose
The funeral for Mike Rose will be today (Friday) at 1 p.m. in the Americans who lack it.
it also capped two weeks of
chapel of Churchill-Imes Heritage Funeral Home. Bro. Ricky
Cunningham, Bro. Brett Miles and Eric Kelleher will tough going for health care
officiate. Pallbearers will be Mickey Thompson, Eric negotiations on Capitol Hill as
Elkins. Barry Rose, Randall Scott, Randy Shekell price tags as high as $1.6 trillion
and Dave Allen. Burial will follow in the Murray over 10 years sent senators back
Memonal Gardens. Visitation is now at the funeral to the drawing board and forced
deadlines to be repeatedly reset.
home.
"We have options that would
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray Hospice
House, 300 South 8th St., Murray, KY 42071. Online condolences enable us to write a $1 trillion
bill, fully paid for," Baucus said
may be made at www.imesmillercom.
Mr. Rose. 63. Murray, died Wednesday. June 24, 2009, at 7 p.m. at a news confertnce.
Baucus declined to detail
at his home. An Army veteran of the Vietnam War, he was a member of Hardin Baptist Church. He was born May II, 1946. His how the costs were being cut,
but options included difficult
father, Euel Rose, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Rosetta Shekel! Rose, to whom he sacrifices like potentially delaywas married Sept. I. 1966; his mother. Thelma Gamble Rose, ing an expansion of Medicaid.
Murray; three daughters. Kim Elkins and husband, Eric, Benton. and the federal-state program for the
poor.
Kristie Thompson and husband. Mickey, and Ashley Rose, and one
Others have said the changes
brother, Barry Rose and wife. Diane, all of Murray; four grandchilmade in recent days would
dren, Jacob and Benjamin Thompson and McKenzie and Morgan
lower the cost of government
Elkins.
subsidies for those who cannot
afford insurance, as well as pare
Donnie (Peanut) Cherry
back a planned 10-year series of
The funeral for Donnie iPeanut) Cherry will be Sunday at 2 p.m. rate
increases for doctors servin the chapel of Anglin Funeral Home, Dover, Tenn. Rev. William ing Medicare
patients.
Gray and Rev. Joe Shannon will officiate. Pallbearers will be famiAides said the Congressional
ly and fnends. Burial will follow in Stewart County Memorial
Budget Office had estimated
Gardens. Visitation will be from 3 to 8 p.m. Saturday and after noon
that the elements under considon Sunday at the funeral home. Expressions of sympathy may be eration would
extend coverage
made to Stewart Co. Athletic Association, P.O. Box 659, Dover, TN to 97 percent
of the population,
37058.
excluding illegal immigrants.
Mr. Cherry, 61, Dover, Tenn., died Wednesday, June 24, 2009. at
But
even
Democrats
his home. Mr. Cherry was retired from Carhart and was a member
acknowledged that Thursday's
of First Baptist Church of Dover and of the Stewart County Athletic announcement
fell fall short of a
Association. His father, William Cherry, preceded him in death. He
final deal on legislation to meet
was born July 11, 1947. in Model, Tenn.
Obama's goals.
Survivors include his mother, Evelyn Fox Cherry. and one broth"There's not a final bill that's
er, Wilton Cherry and wife, Mary Anne, all of Dover; two sisters, agreed to. What
there is now is a
Annie Scalf and husband, Dewey. Murray. Ky., and Murl Scalf and clear
path to having a bill that is
husband. Andrew, Dover.
paid for," said Sen. Kent

nothing less than a sea-change in the EU has so tar committed to to reduce carbon dioxide and
the U.S. position. His leadership making cuts of between 25 per- other greenhouse gas emissions
means that the United States is cent and 40 percent by 2020 that by 17 percent from 2005 levels
now back at the table (at interna- U.N. scientists say are needed to by 2020 and about 80 percent by
tional climate change talks)," avoid a catastrophic nse in sea the next century.
Barromi said.
levels, harsher storms and
It would potentially add costs
U.S. carbon dioxide emis- droughts and climate disrup- to electricity generation and
sions from the burning of fossil tions.
heavy industry because thoy
fuels have been increasing at
Developing countries are would have to buy extra permits
About I percent a year and are calling on industrialized nations to pollute more than a certain
expected to continue to go up if to promise major emission amount. This aims to give them
no mandatory reductions are reductions when they discuss a a financial incentive to use
required.
new global climate change pact cleaner technology to reduce
EU
Environment in Copenhagen in December.
emissions.
Commissioner Stavros Dimas
The U.S. has not laid out any
A similar cap-and-trade prosaid that the heads of the G8 target so far but this week ruled gram has been up and running in
group of developed countries out a 40 percent cut below 1990 the EU since 2005 but failed inihad "a great opportunity" at a levels.
tially to tngger major emissions
July 8-10 meeting in L'Aquila,
The Waxman-Markey bill - cuts because too many permits
Italy, to agree on deeper reduc- proposed by Representatives were handed out. Tighter limits
tions in carbon dioxide emis- Henry Waxman and FA Markey were set for the second phase of
sions for a new global pact later - would launch a major U.S. the program from 2008 to 2012.
this year.
effort to confront global warmThe EU says it will reduce
"We need a breakthrough ing and begin a shift away from emissions by 20 percent - but
right now," he said.
fossil fuels to cleaner sources of step that up to 30 percent if other
Neither the U.S., Japan nor energy. It would require the U.S. regions do the same

$1 trillion health care
bill nears deal in Senate

Saving
outpaces
spending
WASHINGTON
AP i Households pushed their savings rate to the highest level in
more than 15 years in May as a
big boost in incomes from the
government's stimulus program
was devoted more to bolstenng
nest eggs than increased spending.
The Commerce Department
said this morning that consumer
spending rose 0.3 percent in
May. in line with expectations.
But incomes jumped 1.4 percent, the biggest gain in a year
and easily outpacing the 0.3 percent increase that economists
expected.
The savings rate, which was
hovering near zero in early
2008, surged to 6.9 percent. the
highest level since December
1993.
The income increase reflected temporary factors relating to
the $787 billion economic stimulus program that President
Barack Obama pushed through
Congress in February to fight
the recession.

MURRAY HOME 6 AUTO
. Serving Murray. Calloway County for Over SO Years!

Conrad, D-N.D., one of seven
Republican and Democratic
Finance Committee senators
who've been working closely on
the deal.
Baucus has dubbed the group
"the coalition of the willing."
All seven issued a brief, joint
statement later Thursday claiming progress, even though some
Republicans involved made no
secret of their skepticism.
"We have not seen language
(of legislation) in any way shape
or form." said Sen. Orrin Hatch,
R-Utah. one member of the
group. He questioned how
Baucus could claim to be cutting
costs before a bill was finalized
and claimed it amounted to
"gimmickry."
The Finance Committee had
hoped to pass a bill by now, but
given the setbacks of recent
weeks Thursday's announcement was seen as progress. Of
the five House and Senate panels writing health care bills,
Finance is the only one with a
real chance of producing a
bipartisan
bill, something
Obama has repeatedly said he
wants.
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FOR GREAT RATE
Choose deposit products from
State Farm BankA that fit the way you Ike to save.
Call today for more information.

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
$0-$24,999
$25,000-$49,999
$50,000-$99,999
$100,000-f

0.17%APY*
0.62%A PY*
1.17%APY*
1.27%A PY*

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT
90 days
0.6494)APY*
180 days
1.26%APY*
1 year
1.80%APY*
2 years
1.94%APY*
3 years
2.09%APY*
4 years
2.80%APY*
5 years
2.89%APY*
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Mark Lewis
State Farm Agent
305 North 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
Bus: 270-753-9627

MONEY MARKET ACCOUNTS
$0-$99
$100-$9,999
$10,000-$24,999
$25,000-$49,999
$50,000-$99,999
$100,000+

J.C. Penne).
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Pepaca. Inc.
• 0.10
Pfizer. Inc.
15.05 • 0.28
Regions Financial .....
.0.17
Schering-Plough
24.30 + 0.02
Sears Holding Corp -.65.22 032
Tune %artier ___.______25.10.033
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STAIR FARM

4110

Bank.

HILLIARD LYONS
financial Consultants (1-11)
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray. KY 42071
270.7513366 I 800 444-1854
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COMMUNITY
Amateur Radio Demonstration
will be held on Saturday

`nniuersary

In the Murray-Calloway County area, the
Murray State University Amateur Radio
Club will be demonstrating Amateur Radio
at Ty Holland Stadium, Ninth & Poplar
Streets, Murray. beginning at I p.m on
Saturday. The public is Invited to Oran' and
see ham radio's new capabilities and learn
beer to get their own FCC radio [kens:before the next disaster strikes.
Through the ARRL's Amateur Radio
Emergency Services program, ham volunJO'
Daillesk teers provide emergency communications for
By ,Jo Burkoon thousands of state and local emergency
response agencies, all for free. This, annual
Community
event called "Field Day" Is the climax of the
Editor
weeklong "Amateur Radio Week" sponsored
by the ARRL,the national association of amateur radio.

Fort Heiman Camp will meet
Fort Heiman Camp 1834 Sons of Confederate Veterans will meet
Monday at 7 p.m. in the conference room of the east end of First
United Methodist Church. Any person who has Confederate ancestors is invited to attend. For more information call Barry Grogan at
436-2602.

Gene and Phyllis Carson in 1959

Gene and Phyllis Carson in 2009

Gene and Phyllis Carson of 115 Rosebud Ln., Benton, celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary on May 24, 2009.
They were honored with a surprise party hosted by their children from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Hazel Community Center.
Their children are Ricky Carson and wife, Denay, and Donald Carson and wife, Julie.
Their five grandchildren are Tommy Starks and wife, Christy. and Matthew, Lauren, Tyler and Skyler Carson.
Their three great-grandchildren are Kaylee. Shawn and Ryan Starks.

The following are reminders of events, scheduled for this week
end, that were recently published in the Murray Ledger ct limes

The Humane Society of Calloway County's One at A Time Cat
Adoption Program will have a Cat Adoption & Microchip event on
Saturday from 9:30 a.m. to noon at Murray Digital Solutions on the
south end of the courtsquare in Murray at 407 Main St., Murray, In
addition to having cats available for adoptions, the society will be
offering microchipping to pet owners at the same time. The cost is
$10 and bring your cat in a carrier for safety and your dog on a
leash. To preview the cats and older kittens, visit website at
www.forthepets.org.

Kelly Johnston, daughter of Jeff and Janice Johnston of Benton,
and Kirk Maddox, son of Homer and Dianna Maddox of Paris,
Tenn., will be married Saturday. June 27, 2009, at 4 p.m. at Hardin
Baptist Church, Hardin. A reception will follow at the Benton
Community Building. All relatives and friends are invited.

Group Home girls plan car wash
'The girls of Murray Group Home will have a car wash at Ryan's
Restaurant Saturday from noon to 4 p.m. This fundraiser will be for
the residents to earn money to go into their Activity Fund Account,
so they may participate in social activities and interact in the local
community. They have to keep funds available so that they can
enjoy swimming, skating, going to movies and going out to cat.

Traci Leanne Rose, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Barry Rose of
Murray, and Trent John Coney,son of Mr. and Mrs. Danny Cossey
of Murray, will be married Saturday, June 27, 2009 at 7 p.m. at
Poplar Spring Baptist Church. A reception will follow at the church.
All relatives and friends are invited and are asked to note the change
in place for the reception.

Farmers' Market open Saturday

Mr. and Mrs. Gene Schrader of Puryear. Tenn., will be honored at a reception, hosted by their family, in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary on Sunday. June 28, 2009, from 2 to 4
p.m. at the Puryear Community Center, Puryear. All relatives and
friends are invited.

Our Registered
Bridal Couples.

••

Ashley Edwards
& Chip Walker

S.
•
•

Katie Hatcher
& Drew Holton
•
Ashley Cleaver
& Terry O'Barr
•
•

Elizabeth Hostilo
& Lincoln Rowe
Sara Russell
& James Chad Tapp

•
•

•

ROLLA. Mo. — Rachel
Suzanne Klapper of Murray,
Ky., received her bachelor of
science de'ree from
the

•

Jessica Swann
& Glenn Timmons

list, all graduates of Murray
High School.
For each semester, a sudent
named as a dean's scholar, has
achieved a grade point average
of 4.0 and a student named to
the dean's list has achieved a
gradepoint average of 3.5w 3.9.

Missouri University of Science
and Technology in commencernent ceremonies on May 16 in
the Cale Bullman multi-purpose
bulding on the university cam _
pus.
Klapper also graduated with

cum laude honors which is the
designation for a CPA of 3.2 to

!Gana Jackson
& Chns Pearson

moviesinmurray.com
The Proposal

Erica Anderson
& Matthew Yezerski

P613- 1:35 - 3:55 - 7:20 • 9:45

.•

Jennifer King
& David Sevilla

The Hangover
R 1:10 - 3:20 - 7:35 • 9:50
T,Jp 3D ,°:,;,":77,;,ItT,

Rachel Davis
& Nathan Martin

PG - 1:25 • 3:40 - 6:45

Land of the Lost

Jennifer Bleckler
& Morgan O'Boyle

PG13 - 8:55

•

Transformers 2
P613 • 12:45 • 3:45 • 6:55 • 955
My Sister's Keeper
P613 - 1:00 - 3.25 • 710 • 9:30

Bridal Re8istry & rift5
University Square
•
• 12th Street • Murray
(270) 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5
Saturday 10-2
•

The Taking of Pelham 1-2-3
R- 1:20- 3:35 - 7:25 - 9:40

Year One
P613- 1:05 - 3:15 - 7:00'9:10

SIIT•104
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Morning
Evening
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Worship
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Morning
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ROLLA, Mo. -- Elizabeth
Mane Babb of Murray. a student
at Missouri University of
Science and Technology, has
been named to the honor list for
the 2009 spnng semester.
Those named to the list car-

ried a minimum of 12 hours and
had grade point averages of 3.2
or above out of a possible 4.0.
Missouri S&T is one of four
campuses in the University of
Missouri System.

Line Dance class is scheduled
Line Dance class will be held
on Tuesday nights at the Murray
State University Carr Health
Building. A portion of this event
will go to help Murray State

The Farmers' Market of Murray and Calloway County is now
open for the season each Tuesday and Saturday from 7 a.m. to I
p.m. at the Calloway County Fairgrounds, located on Ky. Hwy. 121
North. Murray. Items available include early season produce and
ornamental bedding plants. Other items include farm raised catfish.
rilapia and all natural beef. Local farmers and gardeners urge the
public to attend.

Downtown Market Saturday
The Downtown Saturday Market is open Saturday from 7 a.m. to
noon on Murray's Court Square. Items on the market include home
grown strawberries, tomatoes, lettuce, radishes, cabbage, asparagus.
green onions, plants. herbs, tilapia fish, fresh baked breads, rolls,
muffins, pies, cookies and organic plant food and soil conditioner
For more information call Murray Main Street, 759-9474 or Martha
Alls, market coordinator. 753-7222.

Paris District will meet
The Pans District United Methodist Women will meet Sunday at
2 p.m. at Puryear United Methodist Church. Rev. Latricia Troll will
be the guest speaker. All United Methodist Women are invited.

Laker Band Biker Blast planned
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will host the Laker Band
Biker Blast Motorcycle Run on Saturday. Registration will start at
9:30 a.m. at CCHS with the first bike out at 10:30 a.m. Lunch will
be provided. Prizes awarded for Best Hand, Worst Hand, 50/50 pot,
trivia quiz and numerous door prizes. All vehicles/modes of transportation are welcome on this 120 mile ride through Western
Kentucky. All proceeds benefit the Calloway Laker Band Boosters,
Inc. For more information e-mail tgeorgeky@yahoo.com or call
293-5932.
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Stewart Cemetery plans homecoming

Missouri S&T is one of four
campuses in the University of
Missouri System.

Babb named to honor list

Ashley Fannin
& Todd Grooms

You may purchase
online at
unvmpintagerose.com

Andrew Edward ClarKara M.
McCoil, dean's list, and M.
Trites, dean's scholar, all graduates of Calloway County High
School:
Bradley Randall Black,
dean's scholar, Allison R. Cross,
Sarah E. Kuykendall, and
Michael Tongjia Mao. dean's

Klapper graduates from Missoui University

Allison Hocking
& Ross Etheridge
Tamsyn Garner
& Clayton Vertees

Photo proytdeO
RECEIVES PIN: Marjorie Shown, left, received a 50-year pin
awarded by Pat Harrington, right, governor of the First District
of Kentucky Federation of Women's Club, in recognition of
her 50 years of membership in the Murray Woman's Club at
its general meeting Shown is a member of the Music
Department of the Murray club and sings in the Music Chorus.

Local students named to dean's list
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The
University of Louisville has
released the names of local students named to the dean's scholar and dean's list for the semester that ended in May 2009.
They are the following:
Elise
Nicole
Brittaiii,

Concert at Paris Landing

WT. MAI
1214 N1114

Cat Adoption & Microchip Saturday

Jennifer Nowak,daughter of Terry Nowak and Linda Harris and
Kelly and Stan Guenther of St. Louis, Mo., and Nation Williams,
son of Brian and Maureen Williams of Murray. will be married
Saturday, June 27, 2009, at 130 p.m. at St. Vincent's Catholic
Church, St. Louis, Mo. Invitations have been sent

•

Murray Elementary School Based Decision Making Council will
meet Monday at 12:45 p.m. in the conference room of the school.
This will be for hiring of personnel.

The group, John Austin McDaniel. country. will be featured at
the Summer in the Park Concert on Saturday from 7:30 to 9 p.m. in
the amphitheater/large shelter area at Paris Landing State Park.
Bring your lawn chairs or blankets. There is no charge.

ven/.qeminciers

Howard Koenen of Murray will be honored at an open house.
hosted by his daughters, Cindy Meador and Kathy Koenen. in celebration of his 90th birthday on Sunday. June 28, 2009, from 1 to 4
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center, South
7th and Poplar Streets. Murray. All relatives and friends are invited.
The family requests that guests not bring gifts.

MES Council will meet

151FV1
Worship
Sabbath

Rowers.
For information call Donna at
270-809-6994
or
e-mail
donna.witherspoon@murray state.edu corn.

FOR SALE BY OWNER
3-4 bedroom,
2.5 bath
quality built
home in
Spring Creek Oaks
Subdivision.
Asking $269,900.
(270) 759-4583 after 6 p.m.

Stewart Cemetery, located US Hwy. 641 North between Almo
and Dexter will have its annual homecoming on Sunday at noon.
Donations for the upkeep of the cemetery are requested. If unable to
attend, donations may be mailed to Sue Thweatt, 2161 Radio Rd.,
Alm°, KY 42020.

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the club
building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet

Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Garland reunion to be July 4

The annual Garland family reunion will be Saturday, July 4, at 10
a.m, at the Murray-Callwoay County Park. This will be a potluck
meal with the barbecue and chicken furnished. Persons should bring
lawn chairs. For more information call Charlotte McClure at 7539656 or Judy English at 435-4656.

Bank offers Caribbean Cruise

The Murray Bank Good Life is offering a 10-Night Southern
Caribbean Cruise including the British Virgin Islands, St. Maarten,
St. Lucia, as well as several more ports of call. Cabin categories are
limited and early reservations are encouraged. For more information
contact Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail bsykes@athemurraybank.com.

CCHS Class of 1979 planning reunion

Calloway County High School Class of 1979 is planning for its
30-year reunion. Anyone interested in planning the event is asked to
call Bill Vincent at 293-1249.
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from 7 a.m. to
include home
tge, asparagus.
I breads, rolls,
311 conditioner
474 or Martha

tsnarrima MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 a or
Preaching
11 a.m & 600 p.m
Wednesday Night
700 p.m.

neet Sunday at
ricia Trull will
re invited.

LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
700 p.m

le Laker Band
• will start at
m. Lunch will
• 50/50 pot,
odes of transaugh Western
land Boosters,
o.com or call

LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
1000 am.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.

111111lissurrayledger.con

LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
lin Sunday
2-00 pm
3rd Sunday
2 00 p m
MEMORIAL adwrurr
Morning Worship
105)am
Evening Worstup
800 p m
MOUNT HOERR
BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a in
Worship
11 00 a m
NEW MT. CARMEL MMEHIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00• or
Evening Worship
600 p or
NORTHRIDE
Morning Worship
10:00 a in
Evening Worship
6-00 pm

Be Kind to
One Another

raLEWILL

NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
11E00 a.m
Worship
11 am Is 6pm
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 a in
Worship
11 a.m & 7pm
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Preaching
11 00 a no
Prayer Service
6,30 p or
Church
6 0() p ni
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10• or
Worship 8.45 a.m. & hamn 4.6 pm
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30• or
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 pm
Wed Night Bible Study
700 pm
SCOT'S GROVE
Sunday School
1000•in
Worship Service
11:00•or
Evening Worship
6:00 111
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7:00 pm
Prayer & Fasting for Spintual
Awakening
Sat 6 p or -10 p
SINKING SPRING
Sunday School
10
Worship
1 I a m. 4.6 pm
Wednesday
7
SOUTH ALARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a in
Worship
11 a in. 6-30 pm
Wednesday
pm
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship Services
10
Discipleship Training
6
ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

Recently, I was at a meeting when an
woman arrived late. Since the
seats were all taken by the time she
arrived, she walked to the back of the
room and took a place with the others
who were standing. Although I knew
the meeting was expected to last about
an hour, I offered her my chair anyway
and when she accepted my offer, I
knew I was in for a long meeting. But,
I also knew that she needed the chair
more than I did, and that my offer was a small but
meaningful way to let her know that she mattered;
and, as it turned out, it really made my day to give
her my chair. This was only a minor act of kindness,
but one which we have the opportunity to do almost
every day. How easy it is to hold the door for someone, or to share our lunch, or let someone in front of
us in line. And, the great value of these little gestures
is that they let others know that they are being
noticed and valued. Even though most of us will
never be called to martyrdom for acts of great heroism or sacrifice, we can all still perform small acts of
kindness each and every day. A friendly smile or a
cheery hello can be an act of kindness, and one which
will usually be returned in kind.
older

wzarsinz amrnar CHURCH
930 a.m.
1030 a m & 6 p m.
7 p.m.

BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a m.
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
WedriesciLy
7 p.m.

vicroey BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
WPTgive
11..40,4.
6 MsWeduesday
7 p.m.

call1111166

ST LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Maas
6.00 p.m.
Sunday Masan
8 a.m. & 11 cm.

anurruu.
AURORA CHRISTIAN
Worship
11am & 6 p.m.
Bible Study Sunday
10 a.m
Bible Study Wednesday
7 p.m.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
900 a.m.
Worship Service
10:15 cm.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Bible School
930 a.m.
Worship
10:30 rm.
Evening Service
6:00 p or

1111103
Sunday School
10:30 a.m
Reading Room Every Wed. 12-3 p.rn
2nd Wednesday
7.30 p m.

am= or CIIIUST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
300 a or.
Morning Worship
9,50 am
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday c.chool
9.30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10,15 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Wed. Bible Study
700 p.m
DEXTER
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
Worship
10:30 a or & 6:00 p.m
Wednesday
7 00 p m
FRIENDSHIP
Bible Study
10 a.m
Morning Worship
11 am
Evening Worship
6 p or
Weinnatakt Worship
7 p.m
' RN/JIM PLAIN
• 10.00 aim10-46 a.m.
Evening Wordhlp
6-00 p.m
Wednesday Woremp
7-00 p or.
HAZEL CHURCH OF
Bible Study
9,00 •.m
Morning Worship
9-50 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m
Mid-Week Worship
700 pm
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH CH CHRIST
Sunda,' Bible Clawi
9:00 a.m
Morning Worship
10,00 a in.
Sunday Night
6:00 p m
Wedneaday Night
7,00 p or
KIMSEY CHURCH OF culusr
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 •.m.
Evening Worship
7.00 p.m.
Sunday & Welnesdaysi
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Morning Worship
11 -00 a.m
Evening Worship
6-00 p.m
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9 50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Claases
9a m
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Bible Study
9,00 rm.
Worship
1000 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
700 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
1045 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m
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RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Woratup
9 :10 a M
Sunday School
1100am

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9 30 a m
11:30 a.m & 7 p
Worship
Wed Bible Study
7p or
Friday Worship
7 p or

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
345 5 no
Morning Worship
10 45 a m

1

2 mde• weigt..4 Lamp Oruve

Sunday School
Worship
Evening Service

1000 a.m
1045• m
7.30 p m

iSsise

0 ii am 41 6

and Worship

Wednesday

I arnio Tra,:1,ng

pm
p in

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Suridaya
10 :10 a or
Wednesday,
7
pm
HURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
1015 a.m
Worship
11.00 a.m.
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday Morning
1100 am
Wednesday Evening
6.30 p or

111111111111'S
JEHOVAH'S
Public Talk
Watchtower Study

wrrxess
9 30 a m
10:30 art,

nu
EMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
900 am.
Worship
10:30 am.

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
10:30 a.m
2nd & 4th Sun Night
600 pm

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45 a or
Evening Worship
6 00 p m

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a or
Morning Worship
1E00 a.m
1st & 3rd Sun Night
6_00 p.m

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
5 a.m., 9 s.m & 6 p.m
Bible Study
1015 a.m
Wed Bible Study
7 p or
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10.50 a or
Evening Worship
6'00 p or
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
900 a.m.
Worship
10.00 arm. & 5:00 p.m

COLD WATER
Sunday School
10:00 a or
Worship
11:00 a.m

WEST MURJLAY
Morning Worship
10-50 cm.
Evening Worship
6:00 p m

DETTEWHARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
IDOO cm
Worship
11 00 a m

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 cm
Sunday School
954) a.m.

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9-00 a or
Evening
6,00 p.m
Wednesday7 00 p.m

rtRar UNITED METHODIST
Worship
Sunday School

8.46&11am
9:50 a m

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a or
Worship Service
11 00 a m

JCIIS CIES?
IF IFITII Illf SAWN

allin

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
10-000 or
Sunday School
11 10 a.m
Sacrament Meeting
12 10 p or

GOSHEN METHODIST
Morning Worship
WOO a.m.
Sunday School
10,00 a.m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11,00 a m.
Morning Worship
945 11.11,1

EPISCIIPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
1030 am
Sunday School
9.00 a.m.
Tuesday
12:00 p.m

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:0(i a.m.
Morning Worship
11,00 a.m.

IMMIP131111111'

'TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Sunday Schisil
9:00 am
Preaching
1000 a rn

WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday Schirn
10-00 a.m
Morning SerVICe
II 00 am

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER

CHRISTIAN commuNrrt CHURCH
Worship Sunday
10:30 a.m.
Children's Sunday School 11.00 am

=RESET'UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.rn
Morning Worship
11.00 a.m.

FREEDOM HOUSE
Sunday School
10.00 a.m
Worship
1100 a.m.

LYNN GROVE
Sunday School
9-00 a.m
Morning Worship
930 a rn

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Worship
10 00 a.m
Wednesday- Home Groups 6.00 p.m

MARTIN'S CHAPEL usirr-..n
Worship Service
900 a m
Sunday School
10-30 am

r is 1.p; telstio flats ley.

1111Altelli
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship

9 45 a 0,
10.45 a.m
600 pm
6 30 m

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10.00 a m
Church
11:00 a m & 6:00 p m
Wednesday
700 p or
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10-00. or
Worship Service
11.00 a.m
Sunday Night
5-00 p m
Wednesday Night
700 p.m
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10-00 a.m
Worship
1100 am & 6 30 pm
Wed E‘ening & Youth Service 7 00 p rr
DEXTER PENTIK.70STAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10-00 a.m
Worship
11 am & 6 p.m
MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday School
1000 iarn
Worship
11-00 a.m
Wednesday Worship
7 00 p.m
FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10-00 a or
Worship
II am & 7 p.m
iv

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
600 p in
Worship
1030a or & 6pm

•9

MURRAY FIRST UNTIED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School & Worship
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6pm
Wednesday
pm

/ •i

.
• NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship & Service
10 a in.
Worship Sun 6 p m & Wed 7 p m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10 00 a.in.
Worship
10.50am & 6 pm
Wednesday Worship
7 p or.
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 •.m
Worship Service
11:00-7.30 p.m

PRESITTIC111111
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday Schoul
9 00 a m
Worship
10:00 a m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
1000 a.rn
Worship Service
a.m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
1300 a m
Worship
11.00 am
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a or
Worship Service
11 a.m & 6 p.m
UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10-00. m
Worship
11 00 a ra & 6 30 p m

1 can do all thIngs through
Christ who strengthens me.
- Phil. 4:13
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Thornton Tile and Marble

READY MIX CO,
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944

•••re Ire.asram even

MOO/

100 K. IRK St. • Murray, K Y 42071
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UNITY OF FAETH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
pm
Wednesday
pm

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice

701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273
111..

m. at the club

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a M
Worship
1100 a ru

mairmearr

ming

ietween Almo
nday at noon.
d. If unable to
61 Radio Rd .

SHILOH FULL GOSPEI ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
;(00 pm
Sunday Morning
10 00• or
Sunday Evening
p or
7

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH

K.I.V. Romans 12:10

cattier

ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
4.00 p.m
Sunday Masa
10-30 am

111120N14 CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10000 a or
Morning Worship
II 00 a in
Wednesday Youth Service 630 p or

Be kindly affectioned one to another with
brotherly love; in honour preferring one another.

9:30
11 am_

SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10• m.
Worships
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
WEST FORE
Morning Worship
MOO a.m.
Wednesday Evening
700 p.m.
Sunday Evening
600 p.m.
Sunday School
Worship
Wednesday

*-A

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Saturday l'elebration Service 7 p in
Wednesday Spiritual Training 7 p or
Wed Praise, Worship & Mtar 6pm

ien?:ode
11A

A C_kri,tu
Cborowmity

905 Glendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
(270)759-1555

LEDGER & TIMES
(2701 753-1916 S www.murrayledger.corn

ONIF
)
AN V

Office Technology Specialists
1400-858-0492

1393 State Route 45 North

Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.
1707W. Main • Mum,• 270-753-1%2

Cain's411CHRYSLER•DODGE-JEEP 11111P
AIS
1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY • 753-6448

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.

And if1 go and prepare a place for
you, I will come back and take you

to be with me that you also may be
where I am.
- John 14:3
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Hear the right, 0 Lord, attend
unto my cry, give ear unto my
prayer, that goeth not out of
feigned lips.
- Psalm 17:1

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Care wall a Personal Tom
208 S. 6th St. • Murray. KY •(2701759-9500

ERVA

TERMITE & PE ST

SILAY0011:1

-Romans 10:8

Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

CONTRo;

939 State Route 121 N. • Murray
753-6433 • 1-800-264-*433
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WORSHD?
11lierch Bulletins
Various churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham. pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m and 6 p.m.
worship services. Henry Nance
is music director with Sherry
Fortner, Oneida White and
Kathy Garrison, accomparusts.
Ten Burkeen will sing a solo at
the evening hour. Eddie Morris
will give the children's sermon.
Assisting will be Ryan Stanger,
Gene Collins, Philip Harrell,
Bobby Warren, James Beane,
Jimmy Kimbro, B.J. Koenecke,
Bobby Hopkins and Monte
Stalls. Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist: Bro.
John Denham, pastor, will speak
about "Paul's Ministry In A
Pluralistic Society" with scripture from Acts 17:16-23 at the
11 a.m. service and "Paul's
Sermon At Athens" with scripture from Acts 17:24-34 at the 6
p.m. worship service. Kevin
Crawford is music director with
Mary Davis, Emma Dean
Clayton and Glenda Rowlett as
accompanists. The Praise and
Worship Team will lead the congregation in special music.
Lifehouse Baby Bottles are due
this Sunday and Sunday School
will be at 10 am.
Westside Baptist: Rev.
Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will speak
about "Jesus Came to Seek and
to Save Those Who Were Lost"
with scripture from Luke 19:10
and Romans 10:8-13 at the
10:30 a.m. worship service and
about "Learn These Lessons
Early" with scripture from /

Corinthians 13:11 at the 6 p.m. Christ: John Dale, minister, Morris,
worship leader; Ruth
worship service. The choir will will speak about "Preaching and
Daughaday
and
Doug
sing 'Thou,0 Lord" and Adrian Practicing" with scripture from
VimderMolen. elders, Elizabeth
Herndon will have special music 11 Corinthians 2:1-5 at the 9 Dawson,
Eric Gray, Leah Hart,
at the morning hour and the a.m
worship service and Patsy King, Rebecca Landolt
Youth Praise Team will present Jeremiah Tatum will speak
and Steve Parker, diaconate,
special music at the 6 p.m. wor- about "Examples of Hope" with
Bradley Dawson and Whitney
ship service. Assisting will be scnpture from Romans 4:17-18
Dawson, acolytes.
Ron Wnght and Danny Cumin at the 6 p.m. worship service.
First United Methodist:
gham, deacons of the week. Also assisting will be Gary
Rev. Michael Blake will speak
Scott Douglas is minister to Evans, involvement minister,
about 'The Choices We Face"
youth and Shelly Harrs is minis- Nick Hutchens, youth minister,
with scnpture from Joshua
ter to preschool and children. Todd Walker, song leader, and
2414-18 at the 8:30 and II a.m.
Sunday School will be at 9:30 James
Gibson,
Henry worship services. Dr. Pam
a.m.
Armstrong, Tommy Carraway, Wurgler is music director with
Goshen United Methodist: Bill Looney, Raymond Grady,
Joan Bowker as organist. The
The Rev. H.B Fields, new pas- Rusty Back, Kenneth Cleaver,
chancel choir will sing "He
tor, will speak at the 9 a.m. wor- Joe Crawford and Jeff Lewis.. A
Leadeth Me" at the second servship service with Tom Villaflor short worship service will be at
ice. Acolytes will be Fiona Fox
as assistant, Becky Miller and 5 a.m. and Bible classes at 10-.15
and Meredith Purdom with
Jesse Lewis will be greeters. a.m.
Sherry Purdom as acolyte parAcolytes will be Elizabeth and
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr. ent. Kristen Schwartz will give
Nicholas Brunn. Children's Ann Marie. Montgomery, cothe children's message at both
Church will be directed by pastor, will speak about "Soul services.
Also assisting will be
Norma Edwards. The choir, Friends, Soul Grief' with scripRev. Robert Gardner, minister
directed by April Arnold will ture from / Samuel 18-20 at the of special
outreach, Kim Black,
sing with Pat Brunn, Renee 10 a.m. worship service. Todd
lay leader, Steve Kroehler, Dr.
Doyle and Carla Halkias as Hill is choir director with Lee
Richerson,
Ginny
Susan
accompanists. Sunday school Kenn Hundley as pianist. Dave Blackford,
Gale Cornelison and
will be at 10:15 a.m. with Tim Howe will be liturgist. Assisting Glenn Fntts.
Chaney as superintendent. The will be Ralph Hundley, Eva
First Baptist: Dr. Henry
combined youth group and Hopkins, and Roger and Stefani
Webb, pastor, will speak about
Sunday Night Bible study of Weis. Sunday School will be at "Transformed Relationships"
both Kirksey and Goshen 9 a.m. and Korean worship at 2 with scripture
from Colossians
Churches will meet at Kirksey at p.m
3:18-25, 4:2, 5-6 at the 8:30 and
6 p.m. Sunday.
First Christian: Rev. Ruth 10:55 a.m. worship services and
North Pleasant Grove Ragovin, senior minister, will a business meeting
will be at the
Cumberland Presbyterian: speak at the 9 a.m. celebration 6 p.m. worship
service.
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor. worship service and the 10:15 Margaret Wilkins and
Lisa Ray
will speak about "Share and a.m. regular worship service. A will be accompanists,
assisted
Share Alike" with scripture from baptismal service for Bianca
11 Corinthians 8:7-16 at the 11 Youngman and Katie Allen and
a.m. worship service. Came recognition of graduates and
Cain is song leader with new members will be held.
Margaret Boyd as pianist. Mark Dycus is choir director
Sunday School will be at 10 with Donnie Hendrix, Judith
Question: Why do some
Hill and Julie Warner, accompa- children grow up to excel in
Glendale Road Church of nists. Assisting will be Nick life even when the odds are
against them while others who
seem to have all the advanIn our
tages struggle to get by?
Answer: When parents bless
their children
with
Bro. Steve Douglas, former pastor at Mason's
uncondiChapel, will be the speaker at the 11 a.m. worship
tional love,
service.
acceptance
A series of lectures on Bible Subject, -The
A potluck meal will be served in the McClure
and assurBurner of Truth Lectureship," will be hosted by Pavillion by the church.
ance, they
Powell Grove Church of Christ of Lebanon,Tenn.,
The McKendrees from Benton will present
give their
starting Monday and continuing through Thursday special music at the gospel singing at 1:30 p.m.
children
at the third floor theater of Murray State
The Hazel United Methodist Church will join
what Paul
University Curris Center
with Mason's Chapel for the homecoming service
Hazard
The lectures provide an opportunity to hear 238 following Hazel's Sunday School hour at 9:45
What Would called roots
Bible lessions, presneted y 15 spekes who have a.m.
Jesus Do? and wings.
preached the gospel many years.
Bro. Alan Trull is pastor for both Hazel and
These are
By Richard
The lecturess will bgin at 10 a.m. each clay with Mason's Chapel United Methodist Churches.
the people
Youngblood,
he last lecture at 8 p.m. Seven lectures will be prewho grow
Minister of
sented each day. The speakers and their subjects
up knowing
University
are listed in the ad in The Murray Ledger & Times.
where they
Church of
The theme of the lectures is -The Great and
have come
Christ
Palestine United Methodist Church will have
Urgent Need To Revive the Restoration
from
and
Movement," as reference to efforts to encourage its annual homecoming on Sunday with Bro.
with the confidence that they
poeple to go back to the spiritual conditions which Richard Holt, church pastor, as the speaker at the
can always return home to find
existed decades ago, when people had a greater 10 a.m. worship service.
A gospel singing at I 1 a.m. will feature the support and guidance as needed.
interest in the spiritual realm. For more informagroup, For Heaven's Sake. A potluck meal will be These roots also give them the
tion call 753-3675.
served at noon. The public is invited and urged to wings to soar without fear of
falling so far they cannot rise
attend.
Donations for the maintenance of the cemetery again.
However, we must not lay all
will be received. Those unable to attend can mail
Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church will their contributions to Glenn T Jones, 1026 the responsibility for how children handle life at the feet of the
celebrate 130 years of service to God and the com- Colonial Rd., Murray, KY 42071.
parents Our children face many
munity on Sunday.
influences in addition to the
family, influences that are often
outside the ability of parents to
control. Thus, the children must

by the Praise Team. The
Sanctuary Choir will sing
"Untitled Hymn" and Faye
Austin will sing a solo at the
second service. Sharon Siebold
will give the children's sermon
at the 8:30 service. Also assisting will be Boyd Smith, associate pastor of students, Jeff
Stewart and Richard Jones. deacons, and Doug Dieleman and
Warford. Sunday
Thelma
School will be at 9:45 a.m.
University
Church of
Christ: Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak about "The
Kingdom of God is Like ." with
scripture from Genesis 49:28 at
the 10 a.m. worship service and
the Youth Group with Roy
Hawkins, leader, will speak at
the 5 p.m. worship service.
Danny Claiborne is worship
leader. Assisting will be Jerry
Green, Tommy Reid and Carlos
Youngblood. Bible classes will
be at 9 a.m.
Locust Grove Baptist: Bro.
Ryker Wilson, pastor, will speak
about "A Great Commission
Church" with scripture from
Matthew 28:18-20 at the 11 a.m.
worship service and about "The
Low Road (Galatians Series)"
with scripture from Galatians
2:11-19 at the 6 p.m. worship
service. Ron Hardcastle will
give the children's sermon and
Johnny McDougal will give the
Sunday
School
Report

Why advantages and struggles?

CHURCHES

Banner of Truth Lectureship
scheduled at Murray State

Annual homecoming will
be Sunday at Palestine UMC

Mason's Chapel Church
plans homecoming Sunday

Ninth Annual

also accept responsibility for
their own choices once they are
mature enough to make those
choices. Having said the above,
I will assume that this question
conies from the heart of a concerned parent who wants to give
his/her child a good start in life.
Several years ago, John Trent
and Gary Smalley wrote a book
entitled The Blessing. After
observing the need of children
to have the approval of their
parents, especially of their
fathers, Trent and Smalley studied the practice of blessing of
sons by the Old Testament patriarchs (Genesis 27 & 49). They
identified five elements of these
blessings that can help us bless
not only our children but all of
our relationships. Briefly consider these elements and how
you can purposefully use them
to bless your children.
(1) Meaningful Touch: Isaac
said to Jacob, "Come near so I
can touch you." He also asked
Jacob to kiss him (Gen. 27:21,
26). Touching not only has
symbolic significance but also
physical and emotional healing
power. A touch can lower the
blood pressure and increase the
hemoglobin that carries oxygen
to the cells of the body.
Emotionally, touching communicates love and acceptance.
When children do not receive
appropnate touching with hugs
and kisses, they often become
susceptible to seductions by

Banner of Truth Lectureship
—The Great and Urgent Need To Revive the Restoration Movement—
Venue: Curris Center, Murray State Univ. Campus, 3rd Floor Theater
Sponsored by the Powell Grove church of Christ, Lebanon, TN
MONDAY,JUNE 29
What Is the Restoration Movement'
An Urgent Needfor a Spirit of Restoration
The Blessing of vocanonal Preachers
The lriflaence of Our Schools
Where the Bible is Silent, We Are Silent
God-Approved Evangilism
"COM!' Over into Macedonia and Help L's'

Alan Adams
Walter W Pigg
Jimmy Bates
Lloyd Gale
Paul Curless
Ken Burleson
Joe Spangler

Walking by Faith, Not Opinion
Essentiality of Good Leadership
Bringing Up Children Spiritually
Where The Bible Speaks, We Speak
God's Law on Fellou ship
Speaking Boldly the Whole Counsel of God
The Galatians — In Need of Restoration

Rick Knoll
Lloyd Gale
Tom Snyder
Jeff Bates
Paul Curless
Roger Scully
Rusty Stark

The Power of the Printed Page
The Influence of The Home
The Error of Instrumental Music in Worslup
Christian Modesty
Being an Example of Believers
The Cluirch Must Be Militant
The Needfor Home, Churches

Garland Robinson
Ron Tnpp
Rusty Stark
Roger Scully
Jeff Bates
Ken Butterworth
Jimmy Bates

TUESDAY, JUNE 30
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
1:30p.m
230 p.m.
3.30? m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m

people who will take advantage
of them both as children and as
adults in later life.
(2) Spoken Words: As powerful as the touch is, it is inadequate without spoken words.
Silence leaves our children to
their own inadequate interpretations. The patriarchal blessings
were not blessings until words
were spoken. When children do
not receive words of blessing
from their parents, they may
spend their lives trying to gain
acceptance and approval by
extreme measures. Others
become withdrawn with feelings of unworthiness. The wise
man said, "The tongue has the
power of life and death"
(Proverbs 18:21). You don't
need to be a child to understand
that critical words spoken in
harsh and angry tones kill the
spirit while positive, loving
words
of
encouragement
strengthen the spirit. Children
need the positive reinforcement
of praise and acceptance.
IBe sure to read next week's
article for more of the elements
of the blessing that you can use
to empower your children in
life.]
(Send questions or comments
to University Church of Christ,
801 N. 12th, Murray, KY 42071
or phone 270-753-1881. This
article is reproduced on the
web: www.nchrist.org

Crowds gather in front of Jackson's childhood home

Jun. 29 - July 2, 2009
Murray, KY

10:00 cm.
1100 a.m.
1 .30 p.m.
230 p.m_
3:30 p.m.
7:0G p.m_
800 p.m.

Challenge. Sunday School will
bent 10 a.m.
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
Martin Severn'., pastor, will
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services.
Bro. Jeff Prater is music director
with Misty Williams and Kathy
Thweatt as accompanists. Misty
Williams will sing a 8:30 service and Tab Brockman at 10:50
service. Gretchen Smith will
give a testimony through art.
Assisting will be Ron James,
Sunday School report, Mark
Cohoon, deacon of the week,
and Oatman Farley, yokefellow.
A Commission Service for the
Poland and Trinidad Mission
trips will be at the 6 p.m. service. Sunday School will be at
9:40 a.m.
Elm Grove Baptist: Pastor
Brad Bums will continue the
series. 'The Greatest Sermon
Ever" at the 11 a.m. worship
service. Randy McClure will
lead the singing with Jan Jones
as accompanist. Sunday School
will begin at 9 a.m.
Flint Baptist: Bro. Jim
Simmons. interim pastor, will
speak about "God's Will: Don't
Leave Home Without It!" with
scripture from Romans 12:1-2 at
the II a.m. worship service.
Paul Hopkins will be in charge
of tithes and offerings. A baptismal service be at the close of
the service.

GARY,Ind.(AP)— Hundreds
of fans have crowded the street
outside Michael Jackson's modest childhood home in Gary.
Ind., after word spread that the
For Rest Results
Place Your Ad
With Us
CAN 753-1916

"King of Pop" had died in Los
Angeles at the age of 50.
Some fans formed a prayer
circle Thursday on the front
yard of the small white frame
home where Jackson grew up.
Others left stuffed animals and
notes expressing their condolences.
Fifty-year-old
Bemetta

Galloway of Gary said residents
are proud of Jackson because he
was "somebody from Gary who
did something with their life."
Jackson was 11 when the family moved out of Gary after the
Jackson 5 recorded their first
album in 1969.
Jackson's last trip to Gary was
in June 2(X)3.

Kopperud Realty's Open Houses
(Sunday, June 281k 2009
1:00 pin-k:00 pin

1:00 pm-3:00 p.m

1107 Larkspur Drive

110 Murray Estates Drive

Goieshorough Subdivimon
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WEDNESDAY,JULY 1
10:00 a_m.
11:00 a.m.
1:30 p.m
230 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
700 p.m
8:00 p.m.

THURSDAY,JULY 2
10-00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

130 p.m.
2:30 p.m_
3:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Withstanding the Homosexual Culture
The Plague of Indifference
Warnings of Departuresfrom the Faith
Overcoming Materialism
The Sadness of Leasing One's First Love
Today's Opposition to Godly Influence
The Blessings of True Restoration

Ken Butter,
Ken Burleson
Ron Tnpp
Tom Snyder
Rick Knoll
Alan Adams
Garland Robinson

SPACIOUS HOME WITH MANY RECENT UPDATES' Inviting 4
bedroom. 2 S bath brick home located on a quiet street in an established subdivision Many recent updates make this home move-in
ready Private Master Susie with svallt-in closet and sitting area
Sunroom is JOt 4 and a deck area Large kit nicely landscaped with
mature trees and an underground insisible pet fence Priced at
SPI9,900 MLS VS0916
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PUBLIC AUCTION
Neon Beach Mini Storage
812 Whitnell Ave
Saturday, June 27th it 8 00am
Unita A-% A-42 E-34, CB-16

Lost and Found

GET THIS 1 X 1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH

Morningstar

Morningstar Foods, a division of Dean Foods
has an immediate opening for a Maintenance
Technician on our 1030 PM Sunday-MondayThursday-Friday-Saturday Shift.

LEM
2 A.K.0 Teacup Yorkie
Terrier puppies for free,
C ontact
robineter040gmail.co
m or (270) 753-7863.

CALL 753-1916

To perform this lob successfully. an individual
must be able to perform each essential function
satisfactorily. The requirements listed below
are representative of the knowledge skill
and/or ability required

BLUE DOT SALE

*High School diploma or general education
degree (GED).
*College accredited or technical courses relating to maintenance a plus.
*8-10 years experience in industrial maintenance installation, preventative and troubleshooting of equipment and the ability to
interpret mechanical, electrical and pneumatic
drawings and schematics.
rt<nowledge of PLC controllers
*Good skill in the use of hand and power tools
*Ability to read and comprehend various forms
of paperwork, forms, manuals, instructions, etc.
*Ability to add, subtract, multiply and divide in
all units of measure, using whole numbers,
common fractions and decirna:s.
•Ablity to compute rate, ratio, percent and to
interpret miscellaneous drawings and
schematics.
*The employee is exposed to temperatures as
low as 33 degiees and up to 140 degrees. wet
and/or humid conditions; high, precarious
places anti outside weather conditions.
While performing the duties of this iob, the
employee is frequently required to
Stand, climb, sit, walk, reach wrth hands and
arms, stoop, kneel. crouch or crawl.
Litt and/or move up to 50 pounds

Fri., Sat., Sun.

Apply at the following locations:

DAYLILY clumps for
sale, $10 & up
Bluegrass Gardens
Daytily Farm,
684 Crossland
Road,(683-S) Murray,
Wed-Sat 12:00105:00.
270-227-0460

WWW.FA YMURRAY.0
OM
for Chamber Saver
Coupons

FAMILY dog missing.
Young male red Irish
setter. Weanng orange
collar w/ silver reflective stripe & 2 flea collars Needs heart medication daily. Is also
neutered. If seen or
know of dogs whereabouts
call
Kevin
Richerson
270-348or
Angelia
3620
Richerson
270-2273060. No questions will
be asked.

020

Beyond The Edge
Walmart Shopping

Center

Paris, TN

OFF

25%-50%

Office of Employment and Training
319 South 7th Street
Mayfield. Kentucky

A,eda' & Merle Norman Products
731-642-8474
—
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FIREWORKS
Lowest U.S. prices
10-8 thru July 5
5835 Old Pans
Murray Rd., Pans
(731)642-1240

'MR TUXEDO

(270)753-8809
NOTICE
AdviertIsers are
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Murray Ledger 8
Times will be responsible for only one
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reported immadiati•ly so corrections can
be made.
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Revolution. Youth 14
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270-832-3930 or 270227-0505
THE Murray Ledger &
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sources reliable, but
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Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
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FOUND Male, Goicier
Retriever
nea
Ridgewood on 6/17/09
293-2898
060
Kin %Merited
CUS-OMER Service
Reps needed, send
resume to: P 0 Box
363 or to infcOpecoproducts.com
30-35
hours a week.

DELIVERY DRIVERDRIVER
and TANKSETTER
casoway Co Propane Gas
,o Murray has an opening
MOM PrOPane delhery

bobencii &wet and tank
set-Instal* MuSt have a
COL-Haiktat wrranian
Excellent pay great benefits Please cm 753-7465
ar toll hoe tot Wane." at
1-800-1374-4-427 an 1420,
*matt turn Si
averrtss-,is CI 009es co,

DISCLAIMER
When accessing he
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
munay ledger corn,
you will be redirected
to Jobnetwork corn
By default.
Murray .ind local job
listings st-ilt appear on
this website
However, as a national
website. not all listing,
on the tobnetwork corn
.ue plar.cd through
the Murray ledger
& Time, Please call
us if you have any
question, rcgardmg
the Murray area
ior, listing, Thank you

Weekend
MURRAY
Real Estate 96hr
licensing class July9August15 Investment
$960 crediedebit cards
online, or cash, check
order
money
or
by
Registration
appointment
18yrs
experience 270-2230
7
8
9
deloiseadams0yahoo
Corn

Career Discovery Center
208 S. 5th Street
Murray. Kentucky 42071
Tennessee Career Center at Pans
1023 Mineral Wells Avenue-Suite F
Pans, Tennessee 38242-7355
Morningstar Foods offers an excellent benefits
package with a competitive saiary.
Morningstar Foods is an Affirmative
Action/Equal Opportunity Employer, WF/D/V

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Taking hathcare new places.
WE WANT THAT PERFECT FIT!
COULD YOU BE IT'
Call today about one of the following positions
available at Murray Calloway County Hospital!

060
Hi* Sward

NOTICE

Britthaven of Benton now has a fulltime position for an expenenced
cook/aide for nursing home environment. Must be able to work days,
afternoons and weekends. Apply in
person at Bntthaven of Benton 2607
Main Street Benton, KY No phone
calls please EOEJAAE

Physical Therapist in Long Term Care
(NewCompebtive Rate!)
RN Administrative Supervisor for Long Term
Care Facility
(2nd shift/Primarily Weekdays. Supervisory
and LTC Experience a Must)
Staffing Coordinator for Long Term Care Facility
(CNA & Clerical Experience a Must)

There

not be a paper printed on Saturday. July 4th

Friday July 3rd deadline is Wednesday July 1st @ 2.00
Monday July 6th & Smart Saver deadline
is Thursday July 2nd @ 11:00
10441

LEDGER &TIMES

ga

tether
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,

Agricultural Conservation
Technician Position
Agricultural Conservation Technician
full-time but limited to available funding.

227-6004
CASH paid tor

Require knowledge of all Farm Bill programs
Duties include but are not limited to providing
technical assistance to land owners regarding
federal, state, ana local program.

good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

s Furnishings

Send resume, cover letter. copy of your transcript and three references to

Cattowey County Conservation District
86 Robertson Rosa South Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 767-0491
Fax:
753-6613
Applications must be in the Conservation
District office by 4 00 p m.July 3, 2009

The Henry County Board of Education
is now accepting applications for
Start Nuns*(LPN or RN)
Harrelson Elementary School, Puryear
This is a 179 day/year position, aligned
with school ()reeks & holidays, caring
for 425+ students Two years expenonce
required Applications may be picked up at
Henry County Board of Education/CSH
217 Grove Boulevard, Pans, TN, or
on-line at ywww.henry12.net (employment)
Submit application by Mon, 13 Jul 09 to
Wendy S. Collins,(270) 293-2932
Director of Nursing
The Henry County Board ol Education
is an Equal Ooportunrty Employer

den Werind
FAMILY
Assistant/Caregiver
Trying to make every
day fun with 86yr
mom but chores get in
the way. Need help
welt dressing, laundry,
meals, dnving, light
housekeeping, email
unpacking Possible
overnight/weekend
stays. Possible vacations. Part time tc
start Canton 309-6784496.

MURRAY Real Estate

licensing class
(270)223-0789

SW.
OFFICE MANAGER
and Clerical
Calloway County Propane
on Murray as an opening
tor an office manager and a
ciencal posnon Must nave
000d &Nude and place
060 elPenence Ti. nest
.
tott you me ever Pave wen
excellent pay and denotes
Please call 12701753-7485
or 1600-874-4427 etch +42
or ewer
enranwyclrOupgas oom

Atides
For Si.
4FT
high
above
ground swimming pool
Ladder & accessories
used bnelly one summer Currently in storage.
New
Near
270-436Concord.
2858,
95 INTL 9300 CV Red
06 Cylinder Regis!. Wt.
80,000
93 Metro Carhaul SE
Red
Physical conditioning
Equipment Universal
Centurion 10-station
machine. Like new. use
very little.
227-9965.

Property 44msdownent. LLC
www.murraykyapartments.com
270067-9111

Srieletsivring in newly built
1 & 2 Bectrocan Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. Nc PETS!
11•1•MIlinas.

FORREST VIEW APARTMENTS
1213 N. 16TH ST., MURRAY, KY
(270)753-1970
Open Mon, Wed,
Thur & Fri 8:00-1:00

Accepting applications
1 & 2 Bedroom townhouses
Central heat & air
1st month's rent is FREE!
with one year tease.
Basic rent starting at $345-$375

PROMINENT Lighting
Company search for an
experienced
Warehouse Manager
For immediate cosnideration, please fax
resume and cover letter to 270-856-3471

AFFORDABLE child
care 293-9794
1-10ME or office cleaning. 27G-227-6535.
STAY at home morn
has opening for childcare (Mon-Fn days)
Smoke free/ pet free
home, Have experience and references.
Murray, Hazel area
270-970-7357. Leave
message if no answer,
WILL watch children :n
my home, 14 years
experience. 753-1219

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
models
- including
sony's
Best
XBR
senes. On display for
free delivery & set-up
surroure
custom
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action
Murray
Electronics. Inc,. corner of 8th and Arcadia.
vninv.rnurrayelectronicsinc.com
(270)753-7567

1541,3 David De • 4414.risp4 KY 4x71

270-753-8556
TN 14180-545-1833 Eli. 203
Gra MOIM1 FREE 18,1:Prt AVITEI s YEAR LEAR
One and Ave Bedroom Apartments
(mural Heal 4 Air
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS OFPICE 1185: I AM-12 PM • 1 P84-4 PM

A

Az-Cr-

cleaners,
VACUUM
bags, belts, & hoses.
Jerry Sporting Goods,
Mayfield.

PART-TIME Office
help. Some telephone
marketing expenence
helpful, local office
Wnte P.O. Box 2426,
Paducah, KY 42002

MURRAY Super 8
Motel looking for parttime
maintenance
1202 S 12th St

Practical Dental
Assisting
Registration is now
open class begins on
Sept. 12, 2009
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present lob
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off
Information and registration forms available
a
www.bohledenta I.co
m or call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Availab,
Enrollment is Lirnitter

•••;
Find out what's /
14
happening
this summer...
subscriba to ?NJ
.1)0

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

&TIMES

ligabi
Home Delivery
3ins.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

(270) 753-1713
Artclea
For Sale

i
1 Real of KY/TN
(nary..& tboonsaiss
I

AI Other Mall
Sulasaiptiana
.
3a..—..$73.111
I:
IIb/K
MI
.--$70.
---$9a:: 6 OW --MAO Ilc
;
yr.
I 1 yr.—.-1126.116
I Check

tWrA
270.761.5237

Money Order

Visa

M/C

Name
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1
I State__
1
•
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Local Mail
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6
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WARD ELKINS

COME GROW WITH US AT
MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
803 Poplar Street
Murray. KY 42071

67
oak bed $400
Duncan Phyla
Chest $100
Trunk $45
Rocker $45
View pics photobucket.com/dIm
items local
731-337-9590

GOOD used carpeting,
air cond . elec. baseboard & gas heaters,
elec range. refrigerator, storm windows,
etc.753-4109

060
[
Help Salad

We offer competitive wages and benefits,
You can e-mail resume to HYPERLINK "mail
to.sdosbomeOmurrayhospotatorg" setosbc,me a murrayhospitakorg.
Or fax resume to 270-762-1905
-Ann' Stephanie Nutter-OsbomeFor more information. call (270) 762-1906

1111-1-1
I tali An "

TOP quality
consignment furniture
accessories and
antiques
Reed interiors
603 Main St
753-5361

Salary based upon education and/or expertonce

EMT
Paramedic

Due to the 4th of July holiday the
classified deadlines have changed:

Zip

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to

Murray Ledger & Time*

I.

P.O Boa 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1918
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EWOMInt

B-Allis
Chamb•
Tractor 611 woods belly
mow*, $1 500 9785655

9111410100
Motorcycle helmets
ackets boots & saddle
bags Jerry Sporting
Goods Mayttekl

ile

rioress For Sas

**OWNER Finance**
1600 38R. 2Ba on 35
acres $3.950 down
6545 a month 3380
Guthrie Rd. Paris
270-753-1011
-Owner Fincance**
1600 38R, 2BA
down,
$3,950
$495/mo
2220
Wrather Rd
270-753-1011
PRICED to
1999
1600 Fleetwood 28R,
2BA. all appliances
included. garbage deposal. covered porch
metal storage bldg.
carport located Fox
Meadows. 731-2473046
Hewes For Rot
14X58 2 BR $300 pe
month plus deposit
Lake Patterson Pt
270-438-8280
38R. 2BR $275.00
753-8012
Lots For
$110 per month Nice
clear park
News
homes only 492-8488
[
11-F---7
/kat
or
1 & 2 Bdrm Apts very
close to MSU. Laundry
on site. Furnished units
avail. Contact
9781 1 23
1 BR apt. YitiOUSI 100cations. Coleman RE.
Move in free days.
753-9898
1 OR 2br ads. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1601 Ridgewood,
26R, lEtA Duplex, all
appliances. including
W&D Call (606)561.
5133
1BR & 2BR apartments
available Greet location 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905
1BR Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets.
$260/mo. 767-9037
1BR. clean & nice, all
appliances including
w/d. No pets. 270-4362524. cell 270-2938906
2 BR apt near MSU.
Move in free days.
Coleman RE. 7539898
2, 3811 available
Various
locations
Coleman RE
7539898
2811 2BA Ali
Appliances Stanford
Dr
SBG Real Properly
Professionals
753-9999 x114
2B11 Duplex, CM/A, all
appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-8
Northwood.(270)7530259

'
Soft For Asnt

I

NICE 2811 1Bath as
appliances furnished
293-1924
NOW LEASING
1,24 3bedroom Ads
We accept Section
vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cai Apt*
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4964
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-848-8056
for
TOWNHOUSES
rent 3 & 4 BR 2 5 BA
refngerator,
oven
stove washer & dryer
included
Close to
Murray State $630
$640 a month First
month 1/2 off Call 270
346-0458
For Rent

I

1BR, Appl furnished
no pets 753-0728
994-3308
2 BR, very nice
Coleman RE. 7539698
253 Bedroom houses
Lynn Grove, Murray
94East. lease &
deposit required 7504109
3 BR, 2 Bath, 2 acres,
no inside pets, possible lease option. $750
month.(270)293-5090
3811, 1Sa, hardwood
floors, garage, appliances
included.
$750/mo.
1804
Kirkwood. 759-4696,
293-4600.
414 N. Mb nice 21311
eirplex,
appliances.
w/d, $400
416 N Etth nice 2BR
brick house. $500
489-2741.
LAKE house 3BR
2BA, furnished a decorated. Large great
room, kitchen, sunroom. $950/mo. 270438-5321

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-786e
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(2701 7534266
Ceti,(270) 293-4183
- 4 p.m M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St III 121`s
Murray- +(V'41.0, 1

kord Sas

HUGE MOVING SALE
93 CLAYTON DRIVE

SATURDAY
7:00-4:00

Sofa, wing back chairs, dining table
with six chairs. cabinets, dishes, tiller,
grill, clothes. books, John Deere lawn
mower, golf cart and much more
YARD SALE
51 STANFORD DR.

MINI-STORAGE
728 S. 4fii ST.
Career d 121 N & Glenda&
laXie $25 10215 Se
(279)436-2524

KINGDOM HALL), LEFT AT SECOND
STOP SIGN INTO CAMBRIDGE 2
SUBDIVISION
SATURDAY
7:004

Ste OA Ude Peet
Canto. Aso er
taiese
4011101160
puriause.111111111Aea.
MOAN odor,
wressa,Irish pAi
lrwMpoel tasiet
Xml Prigs*
Pmesuallamh
S711.118114fAli
- ----------- ---- LARGE 38R apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/I-1/A, W&D
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 759-4696, 2934600
NICE & clean, new car
pet 2 bedroom duplex
refrigerator.
stove.
washer & dryer $350
rent, $350 deposit.
270-293-3761

GARAGE SALE
1309 HAMMOND
RD (1834 N)
FARMINGTON.
TURN RIGHT•
COLDWATER
BAPTIST CHURCH
LIGHT 1.6 Mt. ON
LEFT.
FAL, SAT. & SUN
7:00-6:00
Furniture household
items, speakers
clothes. etc

BIG SALE

2ND HOUSE BEHIND CVS
SATURDAY

rm.vup.vm.vv...r,o

7:00-?
Antique cedar wardrobe, writing desk,
storm door, boys clothes & shoes 3T4T, ladies clothes L-XL, Littermaid
auto catbox, home decor, antique mirror, 2 antique trunks, contemporary
chair, much more.

GARAGE SALE
1541
CANTERBURY
SATURDAY

Furniture large size women clothes.
home decor kid clothes/shoes, tools.
pictures. lamps, kitchen items, VHS,
child's 4-wheeler, toys, games.
too much to mention.

Carpet, library cabinet, school chair, dry
sink. screen doors.
desk, plus size
clothes, boat seats.
rod Iron gates, dog
pen and more

2 PARTY
YARD SALE
1555 COLES
CAMPGROUND
FRI. & SAT.
8:00-3:00
Craft matenals,
desks, chairs, china
cabinet. some XL
men's & women's
clothing, linens &
much more

for rent/lease on East Chestnut Ext.
Call

270-759-4851

2 FAMILY
YARD SALE

END OF
ESTATE SALE
1706 KEENLAND
FRIDAY
4:00-7:00
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
Men's clothes, elephant collection,

7:00-12:00
TV, baby items, boys
toddler clothes, Vera
Bradley, glassware,
bedding & curtains,
large ladies clothes,
and lots of stuff

auto.
Isl month tree
(270)753-3119
(270)293-24.82

Email us at
rnallimvrraylulger.corn

liver Rotes

Retail Store in Hazel.
5000 SF +I. plus 960
SF porch
Really nice' Great for
antiques,
restaurantretail, etc
S1200.00/month 1
year lease 270-4928211

[
111111L
T7Ikelsb

n
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

Small offices and office
suites
available
Adiacent to MSU $200
and up Including utilities,
restrooms,
kitchen, conference
room & more. Century
21 Barger RE 270247-2421.
I aspics
12
WK.
old
Bloodhound puppy. ful
registered. $350 obo
270-293-6404
CHI-PIN (hybrid name)
MotherPuppyMineture Pincher, Dad
long haired Chihuahua
Both on site One left
293-3536
DOG Obedience
436-2858
ENGLISH Mastiff pup
pies.
Beautifully
CKC
marked Parents on
site $500 753-3113,
293-7777.
SHIH-TZU AKC, puppies.
male/female
$2004350 Call afternoons. 270-251-0310

ESTATE SALE
1905
LARKSPUR
DR.
FRI. 6/26
1:00-6:00
SAT. 6/27
9:00-3:00

YARD SALE
1910

PtIf 1111 -or L.EIKE
PR RAI • No- MD 2.MN/I

GARAGE SALE
801 BAGWELL
FRIDAY &

RIGHT ON 732,

Toole, old coins,
Storm windows.

5 MILE MARKER.

TV, area rugs,

SATURDAY

weed eaters. lawn

7:00-12:00

& garden, etc

YARD SALE
809 N. 20TH ST.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY

LYNN GROVE

7:004

SATURDAY

Kids & adult

7:00-12:00
Household items,

clothes, home
Interior, PS2 game

Ittt.lert

items
dliMMION1

'iARD SALE
503 S. 16TH ST.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Easy-set pool 16x42,
computer printer,
large Igloo doghouse garden statues. baby bed. high
chair, boat motor,
girls, lefties clothing

YARD SALE
518 S. 7TH ST.
SATURDAY

knick knacks.
DVD's, furniture,

HUGE
GARAGE SALE
9374 ST. RT, 12111
NEAR GRAVES
CALLOWAY LINE
FRI & SAT
5:00-12:00
Compute, furniture
home decor name
brand men's &
women's clothing.
homemade shelves
swimming pco, wed
ding decorations, left
hand golf clubs

NASCAR
MEMORABILIA
SALE
CHESTNUT PARK

lamps, walker,

Eamhant, Gordon

more very cheap

& others

41111INISSIIIMINNIESINSIMIMI

YARD SALE

RD. 5 MILES
NORTH 841.

6:30-?
Ladies A baby
clothes baby toys.
electronics & lots
more
CARPORT SALE
SO MIDWAY RD.
841 S RIGHT ON
1528, 2ND HOUSE
ON RIGHT
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
7:004:00
Car seat, girls 2T-3T
toys, household
Items odds & ends
Rain or shine

4.5 Acre Lot- Oaks
Country Club Road,
For Sale By Owner.
Luxurious living for
horse
lovers--lust
minutes from townl
!Build your dream
among Murray's moat
luxurious
homes!
Tract 5-A for 90K
firm- reduced for
quick sale.
Call Val Bath al
949-322-1495 or
270-9784074

8:00-7

VHS tapes, a-lot

838 WEST FORK

1111,0111FOr

SATURDAY

(270)489-2278

YARD SALE
610 GLENDALE
ROAD
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Electric stove, sports
cards, comics,
movies, books, lawn
chairs, steins,
clothes & much
more

KY Lake Cottage
Lasefront horn the mid
40's, Water Edge RV
Pa-k! Marina
(270) 436-5321

SPECIAL!!!
Thls 1x1.5
could be yours
for ONLY 885

YARD SALE
EARL CT,
OFF OF
FAIRLANE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-7
As sizes kids clothes,
boys. girls, teens. toddlers. Abercrombie,
Hollister, plus size
women's, men's, tod •
dler bed. comforted
sets, books. lots more.
YARD SALE
100 FOX
MEADOWS 014
SATURDAY
6:0/3-7
Tools new roirter
fishing outfits. Sir
compressor, drop
leaf table car-seat,
chest of drawers
screened canopy,
lots of mac rtems

SATURDAY
8:00-7

Need to sell your
inn k or Car?
Call ye we rem be
rtad to a•#p
Worm (Adger a Terns
270-753-1916

oe
Campsrs
2008
Fleetwood
camper 3311. non
smoker, nice. $7.500
obo 978-5855
•
2005 3211. Chevy motd
home. Fully self cert.
tained. 11.000 miles
brand new inside •&
out. 293-1231.
2000 34 ft. Prowler. 3
slides set-up in perk,
lake view. site paid for
2009 $14,000 Waters
Edge Park/Marina 216'
436-5321

per month.

3811. 2 BA new construction, Campbell
Estate.
$229,000.
Call for appt. 7533966. 293-9747.
4BR. 1.5 BA brick
home appx.. 2,000
soft, C/H/A, 2 car
garage on 1 acre
wooded lot. 270-9780505. 270-978-1107.
LAKE front home, central heat & air, 2 car
garage, boat dock
$350,000
270-4362544 or 270-978-2138
New 2,100sq ft. brick
2/3811, 2BA. 2-car
garage. hilltop acre.
gas & water. 1/2 murray. $147,000 270519-8570

BIG YARD SALE
MITCHELL
STORY RD.
TURN RIGHT AT
MIDWAY TO 1828
FOLLOW SIGNS

--..D
°11.1611
I A, 41
5555, 1 1i 411 I.
Ni

(270) 753-1916
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I
h
I %II
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
'Remodeling
•Screened Porches
'Garages
•Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
*Home/ Mobile Home
Repair
•
436-5517

Since 1986
Res . Com & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All (ohs - hig or small

7511562
436-2867 Lamb's ,
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning hauling, etc
Insured Emergency
293-8377
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Close
out garages gutters.
lune & tree work
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GET THIS YARD SALE AD!
2X2- Holds up to 70 words
One day $18.00
Two days $28.00
Three days $35.00

'Trees
'Stump R
•24 hour ism/

1Hill Electric

WESTWOOD
FRIDAY &

2004 Toyota Certify
SE, 4-cyl., 4-door,
loaded, black.
Excellent gas mileage.
18,500. (270)444-7566
03 Intrepid, loaded.
good condition $4.000
293-3758
2000 Buick Century
custom sedan, 34,000
owner
miles, one
garage kept, immaculate condition $6.8§)
Call 270-753-7875
1996 Nissan Maxima,
199,000 miles, loaded,
sunroof, $3,000 obo
270-293-3228

Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

Tree Malr

USED TIRE

Murray isidiere•ninon tool
Itnealns Act testi.
2007 Ford
E743.cittic)n_J
All real rotate advertiwel helm, 47,000 miles.
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1231
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?lousing Aderetaing require
menh, contact 4AA (*nun* Cal< Motors
M11-10(10
Rene c Milan
(270)705-5973 anytime

system, & misc
men's clothes

2005 Harley Davidisee
dresser blue 8 saisrea
$4,300-extra chromek
293\
1,800 miles
1231
2001 Honda Elite 50=
street legal pertpa
condition $800 436•
.
2542, 227-2915

Cull 753 5606

6:00-1:00

42 DORIS LEE LN

Ho' de
2008
CBR1000FIR. 5.500
miles great conditig;
blue I yellow, twi
brothers carbon Wel
o
slip on, hot boderl
flush mounts $8.
obo 270-227-8900

(270) 4434737

ME BACK CAFE,

YARD SALE

MD

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!

SATURDAY

THUR, FRI & SAT
Metal building 88x40
insulated 1211
gas heat, can be used
as two shops Located
at 406 Sunbury Circle,
Murray 270-436-2935

212 CRESTVIEW LANE, ALMO -$174,900
2 Year old custom home on pnvate I 72 acre lot
minutes from Murray 3 BR 2 BA, family room
and large 2 car garage/shop
Call for directions 270-761-5700

RD. 94E TO TAKE

7:00-2:00
Books clothes

2 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
1716 KEENLAND
SATURDAY
Industrial building

YARD SALE
223 S. 11TH ST
SATURDAY
8:004
Closing out home
Nev. underground
fish tank w mOtOr
lots of blankets towels pans suitable for
camping kitchen
suCnkes, rugs, furnilurS TV's. clothes
free stuff

HWY 94E AT

some pictures &
tables

NEW - 7,000 sq. ft.

7:00-1:00

2ND LEFT PAST
1502 HENRY

8:00-2:00

4 PARTY YARD SALE
1089 BAKERS CROSSROAD
841 S. TURN RIGHT ON MIDWAY RD.,
2 MILES TURN LEFT ON
BAKERS CROSSROAD.
SATURDAY ONLY

SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE
June 28th • 12:30 - 3:00 p.m.

206 N 8TH ST

33813 LIBERTY

YARD SALE
1106 MAIN ST.

for more information.
2811 duplex, nice,
C/1-1/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR townhome loft
I SBA. W/D, 2-car
garage $850rent,
$500/deposit,
1 -year lease, no pets
(270)293-3904 1401
Diuguid Dr.
BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898

matching couch,
ioveseat, chair 1
loveseat, clothing,
children's toys,
books Much morel

SATURDAY

RISIDE YARD SALE
2129 GRAHAM RD.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE CHURCH IN
BASEMENT
TAKE 121N TO GRAHAM RD.
FOLLOW TO END.
IT'S COOL INSIDE
SATURDAY 11104
Nice washer & dryer- 2yrs. old, gun cabinet,
gun collection, color TV, dehumidifier, baby
things, child's bedroom suite, baby stroller,
computer desk, antique sewing machine, nice
ciothea, furniture, much, much, more Must Niel

YARD SALE

Murray Led

SATURDAY
265 New
Providence Rd
Set • Sam-12pm

Shotguns, ammo, fishing supplies, arrowheads, DVD player for car, sports cards,
1 O'x5' tilt trailer, kids clothes, and more

(Z79)293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905
NORTHWOOD
Storage many sizes
753-9999 x114
PREMIER
MIN1STORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent 0-Hauls
753-9800

YARD SALE LAST TIME
AROUND

HWY 121 N. TO BAILEY RD.(NEXT TO

7:00-?

ML RENTALS

WANT to buy up-lodate
Hollister
&
Arnencen Enke cloth
irig 573-714-457n

OM EAST FIRST ROAD
TO THE RIGHT)

For Sae

Talkie

I

HUGE INSIDE YARD SALE
OLD OWEN'S BLDG
MAIN ST NEXT TO MATT B'S
3 PARTY FRIDAY
5 PARTY SATURDAY
7:00-7
Furniture, couch. chair/ottoman. 2 dining room
suites. 2 coffee lades 2 end rabies .-econeu
wicker chews, bakers rack. *me desk antique
sewing machine men & women clothing all
sizes, dishes. kitchenware. Orions, girls clothes
(0-4 toddler), shoes up to size 8, lots of knick
knacks & books

Murray Ledger ATimes

Dune Buggy Sears
Scorpion 6 5hp. yellow
max fun , 1 pull start.
approximately $1500
new. $975 270-227
6175-Kenny.
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Tree Maintenance 6 Debris Removal
shaped, trimmed or removed
*Stump Removal *AN modern epouipmerit
.24 hour emergency service •licensed e Insured

Ron Frame Jr.
270-227-3140
'No lob is complete until customer is seabed •

ADVAloCt
COMPUTIIII
TIICOMICIANS
Vi Pres Diagnosis
6, fee PICkuP/ Delivery
RstoacVR•stor• to
"Factory Conditions
$100
Virus Removal $80
Data Backup 1120
(2700$7-71011

4
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Intrepid, loaded.
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O Buick Century
iom sedan. 34,000
owner
is, one
we kept, immacucondition $6.850
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6 Nissan Maxima,
,000 miles, l)aded,
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Ter 33ft, noniker. nice. $7.500
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293-1231.
0 34 ft Prowler. 3
us. set-up in perk,
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All Carpentry
"Remodeling
*Additions
*Decks
*Porches
*Poi. Barns
*Laminate Floors
•Tiie
*Mobile Home-Repair
•Rool-Overs
*Underpinning
Larry Nimmo
227-0587
753-2353

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump gnnding, firewood Insured 4892839

1N1'11 \I I
\
•litt It II
1..is mt.

Res. 270-474-0323 • Cell

SED TIRES

lalley Motu

ALLEN'S Painting
Interior Exterior
25 years asp
Free Estimetes
270-804-8439

.""

?

11 753 5606

Friday, June 26, 2009 • 9

ANDRUS
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping 9780404
KWLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE I PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, Its-it's
repairs, decks pressure
washed
and
stained. 436-2228

I I ill
1'.11
\ \ • 51 I \ I

110,71N1.

.11.1.
1191 Si Wt 111N
763 80117

1:7111'
_
-.
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By BOB THOMAS

HANNAH O'BRYAN
This will be Hannah's final year
to compete in the Junior High
division, as she plans to be a part
of
2009-2010
the
Wrangler/Kentucky
High
School Rodeo team, with competitions beginning this fall.
Hannah. an all-A honor roll
student, is the daughter of Ernie
and Laurie O'Bryan. Almo.

David's Um
Improvement
U.0
wear Dernsoad Room
graces & Floor Joists
PernodsIng & Plumbing
wit Do insurance Work
MA I kissisrC,are Amailat

731-247-5422
270-293-2543
Simmons Handyman
& Carpentry Service
Over 20 roars Tree
service also Caa Don.
Murray area 5198570
VIC Enterprises
Horne Improvement
brick, stone roofing
210-5324
436-6211

SITE pm utilities
demo
construction
materials tor oontractOre I home owners
bank gravel limestone
NI dirt, sand top soil &
shoreline
materials
Parker Excavating LLC
293-3252
Masonry
WWI
Ritsidential/Commerci
al Mock, bock, stone
foundations fireplaces,
basements
patios
retainer walls 30.
years
experiences
(270)527-8275

THE Murray Ledger 8
Tlmes considers its
sources reliable but
inaccuracies do Occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are behoved to be reputable The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
*coop any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

T
Square
Homo
Repair
Handyman Services
The and laminate floors
and decks Free estimates Licensed &
Insured
262-490Wear

270-759-4116
irE-AWAY'S
Tree
Service. Fre. estimates. Phone 4362562, 227-0287
WILL remove Dead
Trees I Shnibe 4354645 502-542-9287

FREE at metal storage
shed 8x10 You haul
away Contact Chris at
270-331-6805
FREE kittens to good
home, very playful
Mandy.(27014892366

'Charlie's Angel' Farrah Fawcett
dies at 62 after battle with cancer

The National High School
Rodeo
Association-Wrangler
Division. along with the companies of Aria?, international of
Union City, California and
Resistor Hats of Garland. Texas
announces
that
Hannah
O'Bryan, of Almo, Ky., was
recently named the girl's AllAround Champion for the year
by the Kentucky Junior High
School Rodeo Association. To
earn this honor. O'Bryan accumulated more points in two or
more events, than any other
female Kentucky Junior High
School Rodeo member for the
2008-2(X)9 rodeo season., which
ended with the recent Kentucky
JHS Rodeo finals held in
Sturgis, Ky.

Wrangler National Junior
Rodeo championships, which
will include competitors from
the USA, Canada and Australia.

MOWING & Trimming.
Reliable
scheduled
lawn maintenance Any
sirs yard Ki town or
county Tree trimming,
shrubs, mulch etc
available. Cali Steve
787-9178

a SON'S LLC
• Bus: Hogging
• Land Clearing
• Tractor work
• Din/Gravel Hauling
220-9015

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Service Lawns, shrubs,
tilling.
bushogging,
blade work.
H-436-5277
C-978-0543

O'Bryan Earns All-Around
Champion Honors recently

O'Bryan., 14, completed the
Kentucky
Junior
Rodeo
Association 2008-2009 finals in
Sturgis with first-place championship silver buckles in the
events of barrel racing, pole
bending, goat tying and ribbon
roping. as well as the prestigious
silver buckle awards for Best
All-Around
Cowgirl
and
Hardest Worker. She will be
traveling to Gallup. N.M. this
month with her parents and
horses. Boo and Bugar. to compete in the

1\I
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MISC work- plumbing,
painting, electric etc
227-6535
ML --G7iiige doors
installation and maintenance. residential 8
commercial
doors
270-293-2357

1r:10M
11111

MoCey's
Lawn SeMee
Quality work at
a great price'
"Mowing *Trimming
•Yard Clerin-up
'Free Estimates'
(210)21134104

Kentucky, and will be entering
her freshman year at Calloway
County High School in August.
For being named the All-Around
Champion, O'Bryan was awarded numerous prizes that included a personalized leather saddle.
a pair of Ariat boots and a
Resistol hat.

Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) Farrah Fawcett, the "Charlie's
Angels" star whose feathered
blond hair and dazzling smile
made her one of the biggest sex
symbols of the 1970s, died
Thursday after battling cancer.
She was 62.
The pop icon, who in the
1980s set aside the fantasy girl
image to tackle serious roles,
died shortly before 9:30 a.m, in
a Santa
Monica hospital,
spokesman Paul Bloch said.
Ryan O'Neal, the longtime
companion who had reunited
with Fawcett as she fought anal
cancer, was at her side, along
with close friend .4Iana Stewart,
Bloch said.
"After a long and brave battle
with cancer, our beloved Farrah
has passed away," O'Neal said.
"Although this is an extremely
difficult time for her family and
fnends. we take comfort in the
beautiful times that we shared
with Farrah over the years and
the knowledge that her life
brought joy to so many people
around the world."
Other "Charlie's Angels" stars
paid tribute to her
"Farrah had courage, she had

strength, and she had faith. And
now she has peace as she rests
with the real angels," Jaclyn
Smith said.
Said Cheryl Ladd: "She was
incredibly brave, and God will
be welcoming her with open
arms."
Fawcett burst on the scene in
1976 as one-third of the crimefighting trio in TV's "Charlie's
Angels." A poster of her in a
clingy swimsuit sold in the millions.
Her full, layered hairstyle
became all the rage, with girls
and women across America
adcpting the look.
She left the show after one
season but had a flop on the big
screen with "Somebody Killed
Her Husband." She turned to
more Se00115 roles in the I 98.0s
and 1990s. winning praise playing an abused wife in "The
Burning Bed."
She had been diagnosed with
cancer in 2006. As she underwent treatment, she enlisted the
help of O'Neal. who was the
father of her now 24-year-old
son. Redmond.
This month, O'Neal said he
asked Fawcett to marry him and
she agreed. They would wed "as
soon as she can say yes," he

said.
Her struggle with painful
treatments and dispiriting setbacks was recorded in the television documentary "Farrah's
Story." Fawcett sought cures in
Germany as well as the United
States, battling the disease with
iron determination even as her
body weakened.
"Her big message to people is
don't give up, no matter what
they say to you, keep fighting,"
her friend Stewart said. NBC
estimated the May 15. 2009,
broadcast drew nearly 9 million
viewers
In the documentary, Fawcett
was seen shaving off most of
her trademark locks before
chemotherapy
could
claim
them. Toward the end, she's
seen haddled in bed, barely
responding to a visit from her
son.
Fawcett. Kate Jackson and
Smith made up the original
"Angels," the sexy, policetrained trio of martial arts
experts who took their assignments from a rich, mysterious
boss named Charlie (John
Forsythe, who was never seen
on camera but whose distinctive
voice was heard on speaker
phone.)
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Nonstop.
IIAPPY

BIRTHDAY
for
Ssturday, June 27, 2009:
year, you can move
dttlough problems with ease by
Shing careful and precise with
MeOr communication. At the
cattle time, you will be tighten- * up your style of relating.
firming and double-checkwill become part of your
. You also might choose to
Ipike a workshop or seminar in
tkillsw to maximize your words. If
?dye are single, you will meet
someone in your day-to-day
travels. Take your time getting
to know this person. Don't rush.
If you are attached, listen to
your sweetie and itnagine what
it would be like to be him or her!
VIRGO can sometimes be rough
to share with.
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.9641
ORDABLE
,entry
nodeling
'erred Porches
'ages
ter S Termite
,age
;ks
net Mobile Home
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5517

U Electric

Since 1986
NOM sataveca.
. Corn , & Ind
.ensed & Insured
ohs - big or smell

2867 Lamb's ,
essional Tree
ace Complete tree
DV/9I gutter
fling hauling etc
red Emergency
8377

5141 A-AFF0k13.E Hauling Claim
garages gutters,
ft tree work

Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

The Stars Show the

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Your dynamic energy
comes out. Be aware of what
must be done, do it, and then go
off. Whether you decide to go to
the gym or take a walk, include
exercise in your schedule listen
to news that heads in your direction Tonight Easy does it
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Ever playful. ycu get
coldness
someone's
Oast
Clarity everything that could be
misunderstood What someone
thinks he or she heard might
have nothing to do with reality
Tonight Let someone know how
you really feel
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Remain more direct and
oaring with others, even if you
isei out of kilter. There are some
Matters you simply cannot
change Your instincts take you
tO a new level of understanding
-th a close associate. Tonight
.ippy at home

JECIENIE9 BIM
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Sr*** Be direct in how you
deal with others. If you feel
something is off, by all means,
open up and verify facts. You
suddenly discover a clearing and
feel much better. High energy
comes your way Tonight. Make
light of a problem.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** The time has come to deal
with situations directly. especially those involving finances You
have many ideas Tap into some
of them and air them out You
could be surprised by what you
come up with A boss does push
hard Tonight. Your treat
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** If someone was betting money, he would decide the
odds are with you. Right now.
ever if confusion walks in your
footsteps, the ability to prevail
over misunderstandings and
pursue your proper agenda
emerges Tonight As you like it.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Listen to the echoes and
simply stop and decide if what
you are hearing is rational
Backtracking every so often
helps you reaffirm that you are
on the nght path. Do this exercise today and maybe tomorrow.
Tonight. In your thoughts.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Zero in on what you
want Oddly enough, someone
could misread your intentions
Get together with others. Be
open to discussions, but also
going to the movies or playing
softball Let go of stress and iust
be Tonight Certainly where the
action is.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Take a stand if you must
but know that you could get a lot
of flak. How you deal with someone could change radically if you
slow down. Actions count more
than words, for the majority of
people There is nothing wrong
with both. Tonight A must
appearance.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Listen to both sides of
3 conversation. You might try to
forge a new connection on a different basis. Peace is plausible - you must simply find it. Take a
drive in the country to refresh
your mind and spirit Ideas will
pop when the hille comes.

Tonight. Create an escape.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Worit with others directly. You might need to confirm
plans and what you say to prevent a problem. You can become
quite intolerant if pushed. Be
aware of how you might be projecting yourself. Tonight: Take

time for that special person.
PISCES(Feb. $0-Maroh 20)
***** Deter to others and Ratan to what they share. You
might need to straighten out a
misunderstanding. How you deal
with someone could change as a
result. You both will understand
each other better Tonight: Just

don't be alone.

BORN TODAY
Businessman H Ross Perot
(1930), author Helen Keller
(1880), actor Toby McGuire
(1975)
•••
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Looking Back
10 sears ago
Published is a picture of Jamie
Stewart. lrasi Rose and Matthew
Jones, representing Poplar Spring
Baptist Church, who were
declared state winners at the
Kentucky Children's Bible Drill
. held at Lone Oak Baptist Church,
Lone Oak.
Also published is a picture
of Cann Pierce. Murray State
University director of ethnic programs, and senior lzola Woods
filling plates at the picnic on
Oakhurst Lawn dunng Summer
Orientation. The photo was by
Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Mr. and Mrs. Norville Cole
will be married for 58 years
June 28.
20 years ago
Gary W. Dodd, general manager. corporate services for Toyota Manufacturing USA Inc., will
speak to students in the 1989
Governor's Scholars Program at
Murray State University today.
His subject will be 'The Human
Factors in Production."
Recent births reported include
a boy to Shirley and Ricky Wilkerson, June 21; a girl to Debbie and Charles Breedlove, a
boy to Tami and Bryan Carter.
a girl to Lisa and Grant Dick,
and a gul to Violet and Kerry
Strode, June 24.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of lines
of cars which began forming at
local gasoline pumps at the end
of he week attempting to fill
their tanks. Several local dealers say they expect to have
enough gasoline to see them
through to the first of the month
when they will get a new allocation from distributors. The
photo was by Staff Photographer Matt Sanders.
Also published is a picture
of Patti Robinson, Chuck Harrison and Terry Sledd, Calloway
County 4-H club members, at

the 24th annual 1-H Regional
Resource Development Conference at Fontana Village, N.C.

40 years ago
L.J. Hortin. director of journalism at Murray State University, will instruct one of the four
classes in the Creative Wnting
Workshop at MSU June 30 to
July 18.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Gloser
were married for 50 years June
25.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. William Colura. June 21.
Dr. Ronald Babb will begin
his practice of dentistry with
officers at 104 North 4th St., Murray, on June 27.

50 years ago
Two Murray men. Kelley
McCord and Richard H. Stout.
have been assigned to Fort Knox
for ROTC training.
The Murray Civitan Club has
voted to sponsor a Girl Scout
Troop for the coming year.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Newberry
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Lamb.
Rev. Bill Webb is serving as
pastor of Locust Grove Baptist
Church

60 years ago
John Gordon
Williams 28.
of Hickory in Graves County,
drowned June 25 on Kentucky
Lake in a boating accident near
Nash's Boat Dock in Marshall
County. Two other persons in
the when it capsized were saved.
Calloway County Extension
Farm Agent S.V. Foy has reported that corn and tobacco crops
in the county have suffered damage.
Wendell Binkley was the guest
speaker at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club held at the Murray Woman's Club house.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. June 26. the
177th day of 2009. There are 188
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 26. 1963, President
John F. Kennedy visited West
Berlin. where he expressed solidarity with the city's residents by
declaring, "Ich bin tin Berlineram a Berliner).
.
On this date:
In 1870, the first section of
Atlantic City's Boardwalk was
opened to the public in New Jersey.
In 1919. the New York Daily
News was first published.
In 1945, the charter of the
United Nations was signed by 50
coularies in San Francisco.
In 194-8. the Berlin Airlift began
in earnest after the Soviet Union
cut off land and water routes to
the isolated western sector of
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In 1950, President Harry S.
Truman authorized the Air Force
and Navy to enter the Korean
conflict.
In 1959. President Dwight D.
Eisenhower joined Britain's Queen
Elizabeth II in ceremonies officially opening the St Lawrence
Seaway. Swedish boxer loam*:
Johansson knocked out Florrrstterson in the third round of their
match at New York's Yankee Stadium to win the heavyweight title.
In 1973. former White House
counsel John W. Dean told the
Senate Watergate Committee about
an "enemies list" kept by the
Nixon White House.
In 1977. 42 people were killed
when a fire sent toxic smoke pouring through the Maury County
Jail in Columbia. Tenr,.
In 1988, three people were
lulled when a new Airbus A320

COMICS/ FEATURES
Dad sells family heirlooms
to impress new girlfriend
DEAR ABBY: My mother her. However, unless your
passed away last year, and my mother left a will specifying
whole world has been rocked. what items she wanted you
To make it worse, my father and your siblings to have, then
has been acting like a little they are legally your father's
boy. Soon after Mom's death, to dispose of as he wishes.
he met a woman. Since then, Please accept my heartfelt symhe has not pathy.
included me
and my sibDEAR ABBY: I've been
lings in any single for a year and a half,
decisions and have four children. After
regarding 14 miserable years. I finally
Mom's left their father He abused me
belongings - in many ways, which is the
- including reason I left.
expensive
He is now in a relationship
and senti- -- and I want him back. Is
mental this normal? I thought I left
things that for all the right reasons, and
By Abigail
have been in I never expected to feel this
Van Buren
our family way. I can't understand why
for years.
my feelings for him are startWhen we ask Dad about ing to resurface. I thought that
the items, he says, "They're part of my life was over.
mine now," or, "You have nothIs it because I'm alone? Is
ing to do with them." Mom it because he has someone
prided herself on these antiques else? Am I jealous? Please
that have stayed in the fami- give me some insight. I'm ...
ly. We would like to pass them DAZED IN ARIZONA
on to our children and their
DEAR DAZED: The feelcousins. but Dad has been sell- ings you are experiencing are
ing them and using the money normal and are probably a
to pay for his lifestyle.
combination of each of the
Am I wrong for feeling that reasons you mentioned. You
Dad is acting like a spoiled have the responsibility of raisbrat? Talking to him is use- ing your four children, and
less. He responds like a kid you probably envision you and
at the playground whose friends your ex floating off on a pink
won't play the way he likes. cloud to a happy ending. Well,
-- LET DOWN BY DAD IN grab the smelling salts because
N.Y.
it isn't going to happen.
DEAR
LET
DOWN:
By leaving your husband and
Although it may not seem like removing the children from
it, your mother's death may that toxic environment, you
have rocked your father's world, took a giant step toward a
too. It is regrettable that the healthy future for all of you.
"mechanism" he has chosen to Your husband is an abuser.
help him through the grieving What he did to you he will
process is so expensive he do to his new lady friend soonmust sell family assets to afford er or later. So be glad you
got out, and don't look back.
Lot's wife looked back and
turned into a pillar of salt. If
jetliner carrying more than 130 peoyou do it, you'll be frozen in
ple crashed into a forest during
place, too.

SOSSEBDCO

an air show demonstration flight
in Mulhouse, France.
In 1989. the Supreme Court
ruled the death penalty may be
imposed for murderers who committed their crimes as young as
age 16. and for mentally retarded killer; as well.
Ten years ago: An advance
contingent of Russian troops flew
into Kosovo to help reopen a
strategic airport and join an uneasy
alliance with NATO peacekeepers.
Five years ago. President
George W. Bush won support front
the 25-nation European Union for
an initial agreement to help train
Iraq's armed forces. A memorial
service was held in Egg Harbor
Township, N.J. for Paul M. Johnson Jr. an engineer slain by kidnappers in Saudi Arabia.
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DEAR ABBY: Will you
please settle a dispute between
my best friend and me? If you
are attending a non-military
wedding, should your male
escort wear his military uniform? My friend says it's an
honor to be in the service,
and it's perfectly acceptable
for a guest to wear a uniform
to the wedding. -- PEBBIE
IN BALTIMORE
DEAR DEBBIE: Wearing
a military uniform to a wedding is 'perfectly acceptable,'
but it would be wise to first
ask the bride how she feels
about it. She may object
because there have been
instances in which the serviceperson cut such a dashing
figure in his uniform that he
(almost) overshadowed the
bride.
•••

back pain. If there's no noticeable improvement, a physician
might prescribe muscle relaxants or pain relievers, depending on the circumstances. Short
periods of bed rest may be recommended. however, longer
episodes have been found to
cause more harm than good. It
appears the body prefers to be
upright and in motion.

DEAR DR GOTT: I injured
my back in a fall on ice six
years ago. I had surgery on my
back in 2007. with three space
drissc ith
ed.t alndstbuilligheadveounid
nr
a burs
e
Could
this all cause Parkinson's disease I ask
because my
walking is
very unstable
DEAR
READER:
Your
back
injury
and
subsequent
surgery are
completely
unrelated to
By
Dr. Peter Gott Parkinson's

In your case. I would follow the recommendations of your
orthopedic surgeon. Be sure to
ask whether a few sessions at
your local hospital's physicaltherapy
department
would
improve your condition.
Parkinson's disease is a podgressive neurological disorder
that occurs when nerve cells in
a portion of the brain die or

Dr. Gott

disease.
The back is a complex structure. Pain often occurs from
strained muscles and ligaments
following heavy lifting or twisting the wrong way. Other common causes include arthritis,
osteoporosis or sciatica. Unfortunately, as you have indicated,
it can also arise from a bulging,
ruptured or compressed disc, a

condition that could definitely
present as an instability when
walking.
It is important that people
lead a healthful lifestyle, as obesity, anxiety, depression and
remaining sedentary increase the
risk of developing lower-back
pain. Exercise such as walking,
yoga. mild aerobics and physical or hydrotherapy has been
found helpful in strengthening the
back.
Over-the-counter pain relievers provide temporary relief for
the average person confronting

become impaired. The cells normally produce a chemical called

dopamine that allows a coordinated function of the body's
muscles and their movement.
When 80 percent of the cells
that produce dopamine are damaged, symptoms of Parkinson's
appear.
Symptoms vary and can occur
slowly but include tremor, rigidity, gait and postural abnormal-

ities, lack of facial expression.
memory loss, sleep disorders.
depression. irritability and others.
There are no X-rays or blood
tests for confirmation. People
with the condition should be
under the care of a neurologist.
Medication is available for this
complex disorder.
To provide related information. I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Parkinson's Disease."

Contract Bridge
You are South, and the bidding
has gone
West
North East
South
I•
r
Pass
What would you bid with each of
the following four hands?
1.•197643 V 872•6•.154
2.•KJ982•Q.19•84 illiK73
3.•83 A9•762+ KQ9842
4. QJ95 111083•10* KJ75

2. Three spades. With 10 highcard points opposite partner's 15 to
18, you know there's a game in the
offing, and you should let partner in
on the good news by jumping to
three spades. Partner will raise to
four spades with three-card or better
support, and retreat to three notrump
with a doubleton. after which you
will retire from the auction.
•••
3. Three notrump. Nine tricks in
notrump are much more likely than
I. Two spades. Partner's notrump
I I tncks in clubs, and you should
bid indicates 15 to 18 point-, therefore raise one notrump to three
Xii=iiairigiviirA,
• tioi-inuti-or •*.WAAAretild be tactically' wrong to hid
ond stoppers. But even three dubs. While that bid would be
though yOur peon& has stated a oaf *dog, it also would be pointless.
erence to play the hand in notrump. There can be no advantage in telling
you should not he willing to do so. the enemy the type of hand you has e
With 6-3-3-1 distribution and only
when it does not help your side get to
two high-card points, you're far the nght contract.
more likely to do better in spades.
4. Two diamonds. With I I highIndeed, the chances are that your card points. you must, of course.
partner will go down two or three think in terms of game, but a
tricks in one notrump, while it's notnimp contract is not %cry appealabout even money that you can make ing with 4-4-4-1 distribution. Indeed.
eight tricks with spades as trump. if partner has four cards in either
This is because in notrump, your major, game in that suit is almost
spades may prove worthless, while if surely your best spot.
they are trump, they're likely to proThe hest way of discovering
duce four or fist tricks.
iihether partner has either four
In the sequence given. two spades spades or four hearts is by euebidis uniformly regarded as a weakness ding West's suit. You intend to raise
bid. In effect, you are saying that you
partner directly to four of a major if
think two spades is a safer contract
he bids either of them, and to raise to
than one notrump. and gunner is three notrump if he rebids two
strongly urged to pass.
notrurnp.
Tomorrow: SAultiplying your chances.
I. 2004 Amp I <sures
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ANO MO YOU SEE THESE GORGES
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Could it be
Parkinson's?

Dear Abby
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Prone to
Which person
Platter
Throw
Author-- Rand
Home-products
brand
15 Length times
width
16 DJ's albums
17 Windmill blade
18 Ebb
20 Wash off
21 Fair-hiring letters
22 Suet
23 Mall booth
26 Breathtaking
30 Ceiling
31 Help
32 Pen brand
33 Student's
ordeal
36 View from Giza
38 Fall veggie
39 Montana and
Flute

40 First prime minister of India
43 Checked
for fingerprints
46 Lamb's alias
47 Soup ingredient
48 Checkup
50 Sports network
51 Everybody
52 Miff
53 Sit down
54 Outer edge
55 Asian export

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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Gleeful shout
Happy rumble
Sloth's hangout
Ralph EMEttS00
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Media excess
Add- -(extras)
Boat cranes
Terrible czar
Daughters'
brothers
10 Nudge. perhaps
12 Tightens
5
6
7
8
9
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19 Reaction to a
mouse
20 "Norma -"
22 Button on a
VCR
23 Eur. airline
7
14
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i-10WEVER, WE FEEL THAT
GOOD ATTORNEV SHOULD BE
ABLE TO PRESENT TO

32

33

36 I
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so
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53

MINI 48 UU

5: 1

24 Sequel's
sequel
25 Weird
26 Rifle range
command
27 Ginza
purchase
28 Cosmonauts

52

55

29

29 Kind of system
31 Sleeve filler
34 Not an easy
boss
35 Perfume label
word
36 Truckers.
radios
37 Late bloomer
39 Second
thought
40 Not e'en once
41 "So what
- is new7"
42 Rose fruit
43 Grocery section
44 Door sign
45 Carnegie
or Evans
47 Norm
49 Call --cab
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AMERICAN LEGION ROUNDUP

Steal of home gives Mayfield win
MURRAY'S KELLY
STRIKES OUT EIGHT
THROUGH
FIVE FRAMES
From Ike ROW lifisasangrar
Mayfield Post 26 stole a win on Thursday
... literally.
Cameron Kimball stole home in the bottom
of the eighth inning to give Mayfield a 3-2 win
over Paragould 7UP in the Polk Brooks
Tournament Thursday night at Graves County
High School.
The win followed a 5-3 loss to Shelbyville
Post 37 in the early game, giving Post 26(9-51
a 1-1 record in the pool play round of the tournament, being played at various sites in westem Kentucky.
Mayfield is trying to play its way into the
championship round, which begins on
Saturday and will be played at Brooks
Stadium in Paducah. Post 26 is in action today
at 5 p.m. against Festus, Mo., at Heath High
School.

Kimball's theft with bases loaded, called
by manager Todd Smith, capped off a thrilling
eighth inrung to conclude a classic pitchers'
duel.
For Mayfield, Garrett Hunt finished up by
pitching the final three innings for the win,
gracing out two. He came on for starter
Roman Kelly. who was sharp through five
innings with eight strikeouts but left with a 20 deficit.
Mayfield tied it in the bottom of the sixth
when Tucker Starkey doubled to drive in Tyler
Raney and Tanner Richerson.
Post 26 then avoided another deficit in the
top half of the eighth when Raney went to the
warning track to chase down the third out of
the frame, stranding a Paragould runner on
third.
In the bottom half. Kimball was standing
on third when the Arkansas visitor, intentionally walked Joe Mike and then gave Richerson
a free walk as well when the count reached 3Kimball then bolted for the plate. taking
advantage of the slow pitching motion of
Paragould's Luke Foster.
The run made a hard luck loser of Foster,
who went eight innings and struck out 12.

Kody Charlton was 2-kw-3 for Mayfield.
In the opening game. Shelbyville put up
three runs in the top of the sixth inning ti,
break a 1-1 tie and then held off Mayfield for
the win.
Mayfield scored first the recipient of good
fortune as Starkey struck out but reached on a
passed ball then, despite three more strikeouts
in the inning, eventually came around to score
on a hit by Mike.
Shelbyville tied it in the third and then led
off the sixth with three hard shots to ignite the
three-run rally. Those hits chased Mayfield
starter Mike, who finished with seven strikeouts. Charlton came on and finished the game.
Mayfield got two of the runs back in the
bottom half beginning when Kimball and
James Malan reached on back-to-back hits.
Malan's hit scored Kimball, and Malast later
scored on a hit by Starkey. Shelbyville then put
up an insurance run in the top of the seventh
and worked around an error in the bottom half.
Mike was 3-for-4 with an RBI, while both
MaLast and Man James were 2-for-3 for
Mayfield. Jarred Clarkson was 2-for4 with
three RBI, and Ben Lady was 2-for-4 with a
double for Shelbyville.

NBA ROUNDUP

PGA TOUR ROUNDUP

Hudson,
Meeks taken in
second round

Dazzling Display
D
PERRY TIES COURSE RECORD AT TRAVELERS CHAMPIONSHIP

UK,UTM STANDOUTS WILL
PLAY FOR BUCKS, CELTICS
Staff Report
Kentucky's
Jodie
Meeks and Tennessee
Martin's Lester Hudson
were both taken in the
second
round
of
Thursday night's NBA
Draft.
Kentucky
A I IAmerican Jodie Meeks
was selected 41st overall by the Milwaukee
Bucks while two-time
All-American honorable mention Hudson
was taken 58th overall
by the Boston Celtics at
the draft held in the theater of Madison Square
Garden in New York
City.
Meeks led the SEC
and ranked eighth in the
country in scoring,
averaging 23.7 points
per game. He set the
school record for points
in a game (54 at
Tennessee) and threepointers in a season
(117), while also shooting an SEC best 90.2
percent from the free
throw line. Starting all
Lester Hudsoe
36 games last season,
Meeks led the SEC in two other offensive categories including
three-point field goal percentage 140.61 and three-point field goals
per game (3.25).
"I'm happy for Jodie,- said UK head coach John Calipari.
"Milwaukee is a great city and organization. (Milwaukee Director
of Player Personnel) Dave Babcock had been in touch with me during the week, so I knew how much they liked him. We wish him
well."
A Second-Team All-American, Meeks had the top three scoring
games nationally in regulation (54. 46, 45 points). He became the
first player in SEC history to win SEC Player of the Week honors
four times in a single-season.
He became the first Wildcat to be drafted by the Bucks since
Keith Bogans was picked in the second round (43rd overall) in the
2003 draft.
Meeks is also the 92nd Wildcat to be drafted into the NBA and
the sixth former UK player to be drafted since 2000. He is also the
first Wildcat underclassmen to be selected in the draft since Rajon
Rondo in 2006.
Hudson led Tennessee Martin to its first-ever Ohio Valley
Conference regular season championship in 2008-09.
The two-time Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Year will
join the Celtics, who spent its lone pick in the 2009 draft on
Hudson. The Celtics wen the NBA championship in 2007-08 and
advanced to the Eastern Conference semifinals this past season.
Hudson becomes the first-ever player from UT Martin to be
selected in the NBA Draft, after a remarkable two-year run that left
him just two points shy of becoming the school's all-time leading
scorer, a record held by four-year player Mike Meschede (198488).
The Memphis native blossomed onto the college scene two years
age after he scored 35 points in his first collegiate game against
eventual national runner-up Memphis. Just two games later, the legend of Hudson grew to spectacular heights as he became the first
player in NCAA Division-1 history to accumulate a quadruple-double (25 points, 12 rebounds, 10 assists. 10 steals).
After Hudson led the Skyhawks to its first ever OVC tournament
semifinals appearance, he tested the waters at the NBA pre-draft
camps in Orlando. After much deliberation, Hudson decided to
return to school for his senior season, which prompted many analysts to choose UT Martin as the preseason pick to win the OVC in
2008-09.

KEVIN WEAKS Mayfield messenger
Mayfield Post 26 catcher Tanner Richerson, of Murray, can't get
back to the plate in time to tag Shelbyville Post 37's Tyler Tipton
as Tipton scores during their American Legion game in the Polk
Brooks Tournament at Graves County High School on Thursday.
Mayfield suffered a 5-3 loss to Shelbyville but then came back for
an eight-inning 3-2 win over Paragould in the second game.

1

By PAT EATON-ROBS
Associated Press Wnter
CROMWELL. Conn. (AP)
— Kenny Perry shot a 61 to tie
the course record and take a
two-shot lead after the first
round
of
the
Travelers
Championship on Thursday.
Perry, who has finished in the
top-10 seven times at this tournament, shot a 29 on the front
nine, and had no bogeys. He
flirted with a 59, before making
par on the final two holes.
"I was looking for that magical number," Perry said. "I
thought I could do it today. It
was definitely in the back of my
head. I was definitely trying to
get it done."
Over 100 golfers shot under
par, taking advantage of light
winds and the soft greens left by
the same rains that plagued the
U.S. Open.
Charles Warren and Paul
Goydos each shot 7-under par
63s to tie for second place. They
also played bogey-free rounds.
Goydos had birdies on three of
his final four holes, while
Warren putted for birdie 16
times.
"Whoever the superintendent
is has done an unbelievable job
getting the golf course ready
given the amount of rain you've
had, Warren said. "So. I think
there will be low rounds all
week...I think 59 is a possibility."
Australian Greg Chalmers
had eight birdies, six over his
final eight holes, and finished
tied at 6-under with Spencer
Levin, Boo Weekley and Tag
Ridings.
"Sometimes on this golf
FRED BECKHAM / AP
course, you get on a roll,"
Kenny Perry watches his approach shot on the 18th hole of the first round of the Travelers
Chalmers said.
Weekley started out on the Championship Thursday in Cromwell, Conn. Perry shot an opening-round 61 to tie the course
10th hole and birdied his first record, and leads by two shots.
"I wish I could have kept the
string going," he said. "We hit a
lot of good putts out there and
hit a lot of good shots. We just
made two mistakes."
Ridings had the shot of the
day, acing the par-3, 11th hole.
He used a 9-iron from 154 yards
out, to give the tournament its
first hole-in-one since 2007,
when both Craig Perks and Bo
Van Pelt accomplished the feat.
"'There is not a bit of wind
out there," Ridings said. "The
greens are firmer than anticipated but they are still soft, so
they're really just perfect scoring conditions."
U.S. Open champion Lucas
Glover was among nine golfers
tied at 5 under.
But the day belonged to
Perry, who has one other 61 in
his career, at the 2003 Colonial.
On Thursday, he was 7 under
after 10 holes, and saiJ that's
when he began the think about a
sub-60 round, something that's
only been accomplished three
times on the PGA Tour.

WKGSA ROUNDUP

Brake lone remaining Racer
at Women's State Am
CALLOWAY'S HARPER FINISHES
FOUR/11 AT JUNIOR QUALIFIER
&aft Import
Two Murray State golfers bowed out of the
Women's Kentucky State Amateur
with losses on 'Thursday in the
Championship Flight, but rising
sophomore !aim Brake is still alive
in the Second Flight.
The tournament is being played
at Cherry Blossom Golf Course in
Geotgetown.
Brake
Brake, a Villa Hills waive and
graduate of Notre Dame Academy, beat Jenny
Lamkin 2 and 1 in the Second Flight consolation
semifinals on Thursday and will face Erin Marshall
today fot the consolation champion.ship.
In the Championship Flight, Megan McKinney,
a rising senior from Louisville, won her first match
of the day, a 2 and 1 semifinal victory over Tiffany
Samborsky,. but fell in the final match of the upper

consolation bracket to Laura McGehee. 2 and 1
McGehee advances to face Kim Hartlage in the
Consolation championship today.
Racer sophomore Morgan Cross fell to April
Emerson in 19 holes in the semifinals of the
Championship Flight's lower bracket.
Emerson went on to win the lower bracket and
will face Lydia Gurnm for the amateur champi
onship today.
Hamer addem Faure et ivalar PGA quiller
Calloway County golfer Daniel Harper came up
short in his bid to qualify for the Junior PGA
Championship on Thursday at Bardstown Country.
Club's Maywood Course.
Harper, who was tied for the lead after shooting
a first-round 72 at the qualifier on Wednesday, shot
an 82 on Thursday and finished fourth out of 22
golfers in the boys' 13-15 division.
The rising sophomore and Laker golf team
member posted a total score of 154 and was 10 over
Par.
Akash Mirchandani. of Prospect, won the tournament, firing consecutive 72s and finishing even.
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METS PITCHER STRUGGLES AT FIRST, FINDS COMMAND LATER

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
49 Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
44 28 611
Boston
4
40 32 556
New York
5
40 34 541
Toronto
a
38 35 527
Tampa Bay
12
32 40.444
Baltimore
Central Dtvlsion
LPct aa
W
41 31.50
Data
5
37 37 500
Mimosas
8
35 37 486
Chimed
31 40 437 9 1/2
Kansas On
12
30 44 406
Cleveland
West Division
38
L Pct
W
39 32 549
Texas
313 32.543 1/2
Los Angeles
1/2
2
37 35.514
Salta
8
31 40 437
Oakland

Paasonal League Standings
AS nines CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
37 33 529
Phiiecielphia
1/2
37 34.521
None srzek
1
38 36 514
Ronda
4
34 38 472
Atlanta
15
21 49.300
Washington
Central Division
LPcI 08
W
40 34 541
st. Loins
1
528
34
38
lifilheaukee
15 36 493 3112
Cincinnati
34 35 493 3 1/2
Chicago
5
33 37 471
Houston
6
33 39 458
Pillebuph
West Division
LPcI (38
W
47 26.844
Los Angeles
7
39 32.549
San Franosco
11
9
36614
37
Colorado
15
31 40.437
San Diego
17
30 43 411
Arizona

Thursday's Ganves
Detroit 6. Chicago Cube 5
Houston 5. Kansas City 4
Chicago While Sox 6, L.A Dodgers 5,
13 innirps
Minnesota 6 Milwaukee 4
Sesta 9, San Diego 3
Washington 9, Baskin 3
Pittsburgh 3, Cleveland 2
Cnneb 7. Toronto 5
Tamps Bay 10, Philadelphia 4
Ronda 11, Baltimore 3

Santana Rights Ship

NY Yankees 11, Adana 7
Tess{ 9, Arizona 8, 12 Strings
PrWaya Games
Cnoego Cubs (IP Wells 1-3) at Chicago
Mlle Sox (Contemns 24), 305 p m
Parma (Honing 5-7) at Clewilend
(Sawa 1-5), 6.05 p m.
Kansas City (Moths 4-6) at Pittsburgh
(Vessuez 0-0). 6:06 pm
Washirplon (Dawes!0-3) al Baltimat
(Betsiesein 4-2), 8:05 p.m
Philwastihis (Hamel* 4-3) at Toronto
(R.Flonvoro 4-3), 6:07 p.m
N.Y Yankees (Satiates 6-4) at N.1/
Mots (Palfrey 5-2). 6:10 p.m
Boston (Beason 6-3) at Manta
(Janette 5-5). 6:35 p.m.
Florida (Jo.Johnson 7-1) at Tampa Bay
(/ Sheila 65),636 p.m
Detroit (Venancio: 8-3) at Houston
(W liodrIgusz 6-6). 7:05 pm
San Diego (W.Silva 0-01 at Uses
(Millwood 7-5). 7-06 p.m
Minniteas (Perkins 1-4) al St Louis
(Waintimgh( 8-4), 7 15 p.m.
L.A Angels (Jo( Weaver 7-3) at Arizona
(Buckner 2-4), 8.40 p.m
Colorado (Hommel 4-3) at °inland
(Braden 5-6) 9.05 P.m Seams(Vargas 3-21 at L A Dodgers
(Kershaw 4-5), 910 p.m
Saturday's flares
. pm
at Toronto. 1207
Minnesota at St Louts. 12 10 p.m.
Boston at Atlanta, 110 p.m
Chicago Cubs at Chicago While Sox.
3,10 pm
L.A /knows st Anzona. 1.10 p.m.
Cincinnati at Cleveland. 6:05 p.m.
Detroit at Houston, 6:06 p.m.
Kansas 'City at PIttsburgn, 6:05 pm
Washington at Baltimore, ims p.m
Florida at Tempe Bay, 6.08 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees at N.Y. Mats,010 p.m
San Diego at Texas, 7:05 p.m.
Colorado at Oakland, 8:06 p.m
Seattle al LA. Dodgers,910 p.m.
Sundaes Gamer
Cincinnati at Cleveland, 1206 p.m
Phesclefpne at Toronto, 12:07 p.m
Boston at Adana, 12.35 p.m.
Kansas City at Pittsburgh, 12:35 p m
Washington at Baltimore, 1235 p.m
Floods at Tampa Bay, 12:36 p.m.
Chicago Cube at Chicago While Sox.
105 p.m.
Detroit at Houston, 1.05 p.m.
Minnesota at St. Louis, 1:15 p.m.
Colorado at Oakland, 3:06 p.m.
LA. Angels at Arizona, 3:10 p.m.
Seat* at L.A Dodgem. 3:10 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees at N.Y Meta, 7.05 pm.
San Diego at Texas. 7:05 p.m.

By MAO 11.1/111
AP Baseball Wnter
NEW YORK (AP)- Johan
Santana was struggling. He had
gone to 3-0 counts on four of his
first II batters -- something he
hadn't done in an entire game in
six years, not counting intentional walks.
"My fastball." he said, "was
moving all over the place."
Santana went back to the
clubhouse and reviewed video
following the first inning. He reexamined his mechanics.
And he emerged victorious
over Chris Carpenter in a
sparkling matchup of Cy Young
Award winners.
Nick Evans hit a two-run
double in a three-run fourth
inning, and the New York Mets
beat the St. Louis Cardinals 3-2
Thursday to win their first series
since early June.
"I know I was going against a
great pitcher," Santana said. "It
was going to take one pitch or
one mistake to change the whole
ballgame."
A crowd of 41,221 was on
hand, the largest in Citi Field
history and the first sellout since
opening day. In addition to the
starters, fans were drawn by discounts of up to 50 percent on
some tickets.
PAUL J. BERESWILL AP
Even with Carlos Beltran,
Carlos Delgado. Jose Reyes, New York Mets center fielder Fernando Martinez makes a diving catch on a sinking line drive
John Maine and Oliver Perez on off the bat of Yadier Molina to end the seventh inning Thursday.
the disabled list, the Mets took
"The guy's no slouch," inside, then followed with a
three of four from the Cardinals made his second straight solid
knows how changeup. Pujols, who had been
and closed within a half-game of start since allowing a career- Carpenter said. "He
5 for 5 with three grand slams
to
pitch."
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AROUND THE STATE

Man charged in Pitino extortion case; Mackey pleads not guilty
By BRETT BARSOUQUDE
Associated Press Maar

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)A Louisville man has been
charged as part of an alleged plot
to extort University of Louisville
basketball coach Rick Pitino, but
won't face jail time after reaching a deal with prosecutors.
Federal prosecutors charged
Lester Goetzinger in a bill of
late
filed
information
Wednesday with leaving three
yoicemail messages on Pitino's
enlisted cell phone number
between Feb. 26 and Feb. 28 at
the behest of Karen Cunagin
Sypher, 49.
Cunagin Sypher has pleaded
not guilty to charges of trying to
extort money from Pitino and
lying to the FBI. Prosecutors
allege that Cunagin Sypher tried
to extort millions to pay her children's college tuition and to pay
off her house.
Goetzinger's attorney, John
M. Barry of Louisville, said his
client will testify against
Cunagin Sypher, a friend of
more than a decade, when the
case goes to trial
"He's stupid," Barry said during a press conference without
Goetzinger present. "What he
did was stupid."
Cunagin Sypher's attorney,
Thomas Clay of Louisville, said
he expected Goetzinger to testify
against his client in return for the
deal.
"I understand he's been
extensively debriefed by the
FBI," Clay said. "But, I don't
know what he's told the FBI."
Dawn Masden, a spokeswoman for the U.S. Attorney's
office in Louisville, declined to
address the specifics of the
charge against Goetzinger, saying the "document speaks for
itself."
Under the terms of the pretrial diversion deal, the charges
against Goetzinger will be dismissed in 12 months if he does
not break the law during that
time.
Barry said Cunagin Sypher
went to Goetzinger's home on
Feb. 25, 2009, and made allegations against Pitino that date
back to 2003. Barry declined to
give specifics of the allegations.
After a "sexual tryst," Cunagin
Sypher gave Pitino's unlisted
cell phone number to Goetzinger
and told him what she wanted
said. Barry said.
"He acted on his emotions
and he was duped. I think he
thought he was doing it because
he thought it was true," Barry

said. "I think the sex gives it a
little bump."
Goetzinger left three voicemail messages for Nino. including one that contained a threat to
"publicize claims concerning
events alleged to have occurred
in 2003." The document does not
give details about the alleged
events.
says
document
The
Goetzinger made the calls from
pay phones so they couldn't be
traced.
Bany said Goetzinger realized Cunagin Sypher's allegations against Pain° weren't true
after he met with the FBI. Since
then, Goetzinger has cooperated
with the FBI and federal prosecutors, Barry said.
"Things didn't add up once he
heard the other side,- Barry said.
The case became white in
April when Pitino released a
statement saying someone had
tried to extort him. Pitino said he
reported it to the FBI, and
Cunagin Sypher surrendered to
authorities a few days later when
she was named in a criminal
complaint.
Divorce papers for the team's
Tim
manager,
equipment
Sypher, who has not been
charged, and Cunagin Sypher
were recently filed. Tim Sypher
served as Pitino's personal assistant with the Boston Celtics from
1997-2001, then followed Pitino
to Louisville in 2001 to become
the team's equipment manager.
The criminal complaint said
Tim Sypher brought Pitino a
written list of demands from his

wife, including college tuition
for bet children, two cars, money
to pay off her house and $3,000
per month. The demands later
escalated to $10 million. flm
Sypher has not been charged in
the case.
Authorities have not said
what information Cunagin
Sypher might have been trying
to use to allegedly extort Pitino
They have said the coach
believed it was related to an
unspecified 2003 encounter with
her.
Pitino has coached three different schools to the Final Four
- Louisville, Providence and
Kentucky, where he won a
national title. He also led the
Boston Celtics and New York
Knicks in the NBA.
Pitino signed a three-year
with
extension
contract
Louisville in May 2007 that
could keep him at the school
through 2013. The deal pays him
$2.5 million a year if he stays
until the end of the contract.
He'll receive loyalty bonuses of
$3.6 million in 2010 and 2013 if
he remains with the school.
&Scott Ca stay N/ recruit
plisses set piny
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)-A
former central Kentucky high
school basketball star has pleaded not guilty to a felony weapons
charge.
The Lexington Herald-Leader
reports that Jonathan "Bud"
Mackey entered his plea to being
a felon in possession of a handgun in Fayette Circuit Court on
Thursday.

Lexington police arrested
Mackey on May 14, after
responding to a call of shots
fired, and finding Mackey with a
handgun.

lie pleaded guilty last fall to
an amended charge of firstdegree possession of a controlled
substance.
Mackey was the Sweet
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Indiana University.
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